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To Play 
At ome 
.. I 
• 
' 
Discuss Black Issues 
• Kuae N. Kelch 
Hilltop~Re- • 
Farrakhan; Santita Jecko0u, daughter of Reverend 
Jesse Jackson; Dexter King, eon of the late Martin 
Luther King, Jr. and Abdullah M11hammed, eon of 
Children of prominent black leaders spoke out to a Elijah Muhammed. Jim Trotter 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
' 
packed audience in the Armour J. Blackbum Center Steve X, HUSA member and c:O-onlin•tor of the 
. . last night, stressing the importance of liberation, . event, said that the children ofblack leaden wme 
\ education and .unity among all Black people. called not only to sJ>OM on unity but to act on it.. 
· After weeks oti negotiations, it has 
been decided lhat the Howard 
University football.team will play its 
next scheduled home game at 
Howard Stadium, said Associate 
Athletic Director Sandra Norrell-
Thomas. 
The decision to play the September 
28, South Carolina State game here 
at Howard came Bfter u,niversity of. 
ficials decided th,at there was no wa)• 
any type of construction would start 
on the field bef~re that' date. 
Purchasing Department Director 
Joseph B. Parkerlsaid that the univer- ·· 
sity is still id the process of 
negotiating )Vith tompanies, in order 
to deci,de whichf1 ne will rece.ive the . 
contract. 
In an intervie last month, Vice-
President for the Office of Student 
Affairs Carl E. Ande·nson said the . 
university was looking into several · 
possibilities on where ·to play 
Howard's home [games., hoping that 
..._construction wopld have• started by· 
now. More recently, negotiations 
were with Theodore Roosevelt High 
School ,beCause !f the high cost of 
renting Robert F Kennedy Stadium . 
But Norrell-Th mas said, ''Why 
should we play it (the home game) 
somewhere else Vthen we can play ii 
right here (at Howard Stadium)?" 
When asked about Howard's 
homes games aft~r September 28, of 
which there i not 'one until 
November 2 be aose ·homecoming 
will be played I al RFK Stadium, 
Anderson Said, '(We'll have to play 
it by ear . We have several options if 
work has not b¢gun (by November 
2). ·~ But he did lot elaborate on the 
options . . 
Anderson sai he is hoping that 
some type of w~k will have begun 
by ''early Octo r .'' ·"' 
. iiilDUed. OD pa«fl 8 . 
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Marlrer Ya ta/Hilltop Staff Photogn.phfl" 
Prize-winp.ing poet Sonia professor at Temple Uni· 
Sanchez discussed and versity in Philadelphia, is 
read pieces from her new the first guest lectures in a 
book, Homegirls and series presented by the 
Hand-grenades, and other Blackburn Center. The 
selections in the un- center will present Amiri 
iversity's Blackburn Cen- Baraka as its second Iec-
tei' recently. Sanchez,- a ture in November 
et es 
. . 
Chrialoi«~er Powell . those students sociali.fng nearby. iand."· • 
Hilllap ~Reporter "You've got .to listen and learn." "King 8aid that in the 60's. Am I 
. . Calhoun then asked some mem· correct?" Calhoun asked; "This is 
Despite the_ f hilly bre~s, the hers of the audience to ask other .1985, and .we are just as enslaved 
sun shone bnfhlly on ptnk and bystanders to turn around and pay as ever. Only it's a different type of 
g1 een bal.loons or purple and gold ,.,, attention. slavery. It's called mental slavery. 
sweat~h1~ts as various Greek .· . "We are not free," he continued. "We are enslaved by shackles of 
organ1zat1ol'l:s gathered . on the . ''Freedom is something that comes complacency. The fact th8.t one of 
yard 18:8t week, to step and chant, frOm within you. And the fact tha.t us is comfortable doesn't mean 
attracting lar~ crowds. we are not free
1 
is obvious by how anything until all of us are free," 
The audien;Js were apparently many,people·are over there watch- Calhoun added, referring to the 
unaware of; o7i perhaps less con- ing the stepping and how many struggle for ~om in South Afri-
cemed about, the smaller crowd of are here at tliis rally," he ea.id as ca. ' · 
about 70 stuqents gathered in listeners applauded in recognition Shouts of affirmation rang 
front of the Bl~ckburn Center- to of the apparent apathy on campus. through the crowd, which it!cluded 
hear Emory Calhoun, president of ''By any means necessary, we HUSA members and participants 
the Howard Q"nive~ity Student have to go Out and obtain our free- who spoke before Calhoun. 
Associati~n (Hl.JSA), spe.ak out for dom," ·calhouii shouted. Calhoun Bryant Moore, vice-president of 
Black unity and freedom as part of reminded stuilents of Dr. Martin HUSA said, "South Africa is held 
a "Freedom Rs,l ly." Luther King Jr.'s famous promise: by the brutal hand of apartheid, 
"If y9u're no't part of the solu- ''I may not get there with you but and the United States is support-
tion •• then you'te p_art of the_ prob-- . we as a people will get to thep;.,m. ing the regime. We (Black people) 
lem, Calhoun satd, refernng to ised land.• must take a stand and say that we 
Sons and daughters of influential spok"men came Santita Jackeon, daughter of Jeese J•ckeon, spoke 
1 together to relay the triumphs and tragedies which of her father's campaign for tJie Demooratic Pre-
their fathers beheld and to di8CU88 strategies for the sidential Nomination. 
future. · Dexter King son of Martin Luther King, 
Sponsored by the Howard University Student dillCU88ed mi11pl;;:l emphaai• among Black youth, 
Asaoeiation (HUSAJ, the program featured: Sarni- "wedon'tknowwhoourheroeoare. Weknowmore 
mah Aziz, daughter of Abdul Akbar Muhammad; about Prince than we know about princ:iplee. 8oJne. 
Patil Robeson, Jr., son of the lJt.te Paul Robeson; Mpho thing is wrong when we allow a Miami Vice to be our 
Tutu, daughter of no be I laureate Bishop Desmond prime time and the church to be our sometime,• said 
Tutu; Wallace Farrakhan, .so!l_~f 1'finister Louis . King. 
HUSA Budget Unapproved; 
GA Members Fail To Attend 
. 
Linda K.Jng 
Hilltop Staff Rcpor1e~ 
Howard University Student 
Association's (HUSA) $56,500 fall 
budget once again could not be ap-
proved because the General Assembly 
(GA) did not have a majority of its 
voting mem~rs present. 
Emory Calhoun, president of 
HUSA, did attempt to establish a 
quorum, but it was later declared in-
valid. Rickie Pharr, a member of the 
Graduate Student Association 
(GSA), explained that such action 
was not uphe ld by HUSA 's 
' . const1tut1on .. 
As a result, the meeting turned out 
to be an ''information session'' for 
the concerns and grievances of the 
GA members present. 
GSA metriber Margie Bray ex· 
- i pressed her concern about the lack of 
priof noUce that General Assembly 
membe.rs' are given about meetings 
that are going to tak~ place. ·she' said 
. that HUSA needs to ''send members 
·of the assembly more information so 
we can be more informed and have 
respect for you (HUSA) and respect 
for our duties as General Assembly 
members.'' 
Calhoun said that because of 
previous mix-ups information was 
not sent out. But, he promised to cOr-
rect such problems in the future in 
order to get more members to attend. 
He also suggested that some action 
be tak:en on ''delinquent members' ' 
who are not attending the meetings . 
Many members were also concern-
ed about the 'wages of Executive 
Secretary, Joy Hunter, and the 
Travel-Executive Fund allotted dur· 
ing the summer session, as well as the 
newl y set-up Human Relation' s 
position. ~ 
These matters and other ·concerns 
will be addressed at an emergency 
meeting ~hich will be called next 
Wednesday at 7 p .m . in the 
Blackburn Center. 
Forn1t W*1tilhop ~ 
Chand lier KcJ me, lh9nda' ..t•' I W for 
BUSA. eddr11111 q&I 'L • 
ith, Greeks 'On Yard 
' 
will not be shaken by racism, by 
Re " agan ... 
Moore also denounced student 
apathy, saying, ''Some of us say we 
stand for economic freedom, yet we 
ca.re more about reefer and party-
ing. Like Malcolm X, I didn't come 
here to say _what you like." 
- . . 
Another Howard student, Steve 
X, said, ''We must let ~ite Amer-
ica know that Black people will no . 
longer be separated. Oui brothers 
and sisters in SoU.th Africa are get-
ting shot·fOr their freedom." 
. . 
He added that Black people in 
the U.S. should also start a-revolu· 
ti on "not by marching and singing, 
but by swinging and stepping on.'' 
·such statements in the name of 
Black unity drew the loudest, moet 
passionate responses of affirma-
tion from the audience. 
Dutjng the rally, educational 
programs sponsored by HUSA 
were mentioned, including a \_'Ol· 
unteer tutoring proi!:am_ called 
''Educate to Liberate''. The pro-
gram, beginning on Oct. 1, is pro-
moted as an effort toward "bridg· 
ing the gap between Howard stu-
dents and the local cpmmU.nity'' 
and is aimed at helping D.C. youth 
learn general subjects at various 
elementary, junior and senior 
high schools in the surrounding 
community. 
Calhoun criticize'd President 
Reagan's position on South Africa, 
calling it "a messaP."e to Black peo-
ple: Do for yourself." 
" We have to b& about the busi-
ness of changing our leadership 
said Calhoun. • 
Before Calhoun could addresa 
the issue at length, students be an 
to look at their watches and drift 
away~their 1:00 classes were ab--
out to begin. 
"I know you all have to get to 
class, and I want to thank you for 
taking the time to attend this ral-
ly. But before you leave I'd like to 
say a ·prayer,'' said Calhoun, who 
then said a prayer for the people 
struggling against apartheid in 
South Africa. _ 
Afterwards, one student said he 
.liked whi.t he had heard, but felt 
the rally was damaged by the dis-
traction of the fraternities' stepp-
mg. 
"Students would rather be en· 
tert.ained than educated," said An~ 
thony ''Hollywood'' Moore, a 
senior in business management. 
"It's like the difference between 
watching ABC or PBS." 
Campus Hot:'Dog' Vendor Faces Removal 
VeronlcJ E. S•~nders tions·(~oncerning ~enders) just its any Tyrcine Donaldson, who also has 
Hilltop Staff Reporter other business would do . a hot-dOg cart in front of the univer-
GWendolyn Jo~nson, who co-owns 
and operates o e of the busiest hot 
dog carts on oWard UniVersity's 
campus, is petitioning to continue 
vending on Sixt~ Street in front of the 
Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Afl· 
ministration B~~lding . 
Johnson said she began her peti-
tion two week ago a~ter a D.C. 
police officer i sued her a warning 
ticket. ''He sai~' Sixth Street was a 
non-vending s reet fQr sidewalk 
carts,'' said Jo son. ''He as"-ed me 
Kwasi Holman, D.C.'s Business sity's adminstration building, says 
and Economic Development ex- that he has not been asked to move 
ecutive said the location at Sixth yet . 
''Most people sign my petition 
at the cart. Several students 
• 
have taken peti,ions with them and 
• 
Johnson said many Howard 
students and faculty have expressed 
that they want her to stay. 11 Most -· 
people sign my petition at the cart. -
Several students have taken petitions 
with them and volunteered to get 
signatures for me,''she explained. 
Many of Johnson's petitions have 
been floating aro-Und the university 
campus. Monique Edwards, a senior 
in the School of Business, said she 
volunteered to get silnatures because 
her hC:lp may make a difference in, 
whether Johnson stays. ''It's conve-
nient when vendors are right on Sixth 
Street; There is no other place to get 
food as quickly right in between 
· to ~get a truck or trail6r or move to 
' Georgia Avenu~.'' volunteered to get signatures for me.'' \ classes," said Edwards. 
''My husbanc;I arid I have been on 
Howard's campUs for two and a half 
years,•• she said. ''We've establish-
ed our business ~ere. If nobOdy h·ere 
has complaints I against us, then we 
want to Jtay. '' 
Dr. Roaer Es~' ep, Howard Univer-
sity's vice presi ent for Development 
and University Rel•tions, said the 
univenity hid specific policy con· 
cerm.., atreet •don. 
He expllln that the vendors on 
Sixth Street on a aovernment 
llreet and that1 the W\iversity must 
comply with anr ne:w District re111l•· 
• 
• 
• 
Street and Howard Place, N.W. is 
not an eligible area for cart vending 
under the District's new vending 
regulations. . 
''The.new rules concerning hot dog 
vendors were implemented in the 
summer of 1985,'' said Holman. 
11The owlners of those hot doa carts · 
• (at Sixl street) need to request a 
waiver f m the O.C. Department of 
Consumer and Regulatory Affain to 
vend in that area,'' he explained. 
''I've been told about the crack-
down on hot doa vendors, and _ I 
won't buy a truck,'' said Donaldson. 
''The hot-dog carts have a name. 
People will stop and buy from a can 
before they would buy from a 
truck,"· hae explained. 
''I'm out here m•kina a decent liv-
ina and the cops are h111lin1 111. I 
started vendlna because I didn't have 
a job. I don't think they should be 
hasslina us to move,'• be said. 
' 
Lola Porter, a sophomore major- . 
ing in Marketing said, ''lfthe hot dog . 
carts moved to Georgia Avenue, I'd · 
be without a hot dog. I think Georgia 
Avenue is an inconvenience." 
Johnson said she and her husband 
are hoping to stay at Sixth Street and 
Howard Place. ''I don't think it's as 
safe on Georgia Avenue. Even , 
though it's a block away, it's a bi.a 
difference from here,'' said Johnson. · 
"I take this job seriously. My bua-
band and I do nothina elle but this. 
I'm not out here for fun and pmes. 
This is a serious matter.'' 
, 
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H.U. Attracts Forei Students 
Robert Frelow Jr. 
Hlfltop Statr 8-w 
dents, Americans and in-
ternationals alike, are·allowed. to 
apply for financial aid and/or an 
During a typical stroll across emergency loan, but it is hardly 
the yard the diverse cultures at ever enough to cover expenses 
. Howard are apparent as represen· associated with being ·a college 
tatives of over 90 foreign countries student. · 
walk across campus. Michael Wachholj of West Ger· 
According to Barry Bern, direc- many said, '11 came to Howard be-
tor of !ptemational Student Serv· cause my major is English, with a 
ices, there are various reasons specialization in Black Literature, 
why the current enrollment of and I thought Howard would offer 
some 2,280 international students a special perspective for that 
chose to attend Howard. This fig- field.'' Like many Howardites, 
ure represents the eighth highest Wachholz ertjoys the campus, and 
enrollment of international stu- gets along well with his fellow stu-
dents among all American col· dents, but he does not like the im· 
leges and univenities at the time mediate surroundings of .the uni-
and the top international student versity. · 
enrollment figure among The differences in the ed.uca-
historically Black colleges and tional systems, (oods, customs, 
universities. values, and climates, among other 
''Howard is well known ;n the ... t~ihgs, .someti~es causes difficU:l-
Third World and many students ties for 1nternat1o~al student:& said 
d f · d · 1 Bern. John Maglo1re, an engineer· are tol o the various e ucat1ona . . · f D · · •• to 
· · , 1 bl h b 1ng m£\)Or rom om1n1ca, came 
opportun1t1es ava1 a e ere Y H rd L.. f 'ts d · 
th · 1 · d f · d 'd owa ~ause o 1 aca emtc e1r re at1ves an r1en s, sat tat' d d · to fi d 
Bern. They know many of their repu ion an my es1~e . in" 
country's top officials who were some knowledge of my 1~en~1ty. 
ed ted t H rd ,, He feels that the Amencan stu· uca a owa . d ts h .. blood Of the 2,282 international stu- e_n . ere an: on.1 a . Y ego-
dents enrolled last year, 1452 were tnp, like d~ssing ';1P to impress 
males .and 830 were females . The ei;tch other. !dag!o1re would ad-
difference in that figure can be ~1se anyone in his homeland to 
attributed to the importance and come out here (t~e U .8.), but ~ot 
priority that is given to the educa- ~ g~,t caught up 1n the matenal-
tion of the male population in ismTh. h 1• . . 
L.J 
' . • 
• r 
-
I 
' 
' 
latematlolUll -la ci...biad Howard (left) from Trinidad - Paa! -
(riCb&) from J'•m•lca nlas on the yard. 
• 
reference to. Howard's highest 
proportion of international stu-
dents was during the 1974-75 
academic year when 18.9 percent 
of the total enrollment was such. 
and in countries throughout the 
world. 
(left to rtp&) Dom Evenley, Lorraine Blackman, and Patrick Weeket1 from 
TrlnlUd ud
0
TI find lime to convene la between clo•oeo. 
many foreign countries, according e ~ ~ s with the larges~ in-
to Bern . A total of 360 in- ~ernat1onal student populations 
ternational students received de- include the. Graduate School of 
grees from the University in May Arts and Sciences, the College of 
1985. The 230menand130women Pha~macy • and t~e Schoo~ of 
(represented 18.9percentoftheto- Architecture and City Planning. 
tal graduates, as noted in the Au- Abou.t 43 percent o~ the Sch°:°l ~f 
gust 1985 Howard University 'In- Architecture and City ~lann1~g s 
ternational Student Newslet- total . enrollment 1s o.f in-
ter.'' ternat1onal students, according to 
The Office of lnternatinlil Stu-
dent Servics is located in room 119 
of the Blackburn '-Center. The 
office also houses a t:itudy Abroad 
Library for both international and 
American students and it provides 
information on exchange pro-
grams within tbe United States 
The International Student Club 
meets every other week and pro-
vides a forum for international 
and U.s . students to get ac· 
quainted, learn about different 
cultures, and discuss topics of 
mutual interest . Both in-
ternational and U.S. students are 
invited to attend. The next meet-
ing will take place today from 5 to 
6 p.m. in the Blackburn Forum. 
' . 
Want to lose weight? You need 
more than a diet product ... you 
need a plan! 
You've got i 
This nutrition 
•pounds safely 
Contact: 
with Dick Gregory's ·Slim-Safe Bahamian Diet. 
I supplement plus our program helps you shed 
ith lasting results. Call today for details. 
• 
Doreen 4 -umbs 
495-7350 
cnNITIN 
/\M~INC. 
J~~ndenr D1~tr1butor 
,. 
• 
Statistics stated there were 558 
Nigerian students on campus. The 
present economic difficulties in 
that country has had an adverse 
effect on many Nigerian students 
in the United States and about 50 
to 75 Nigerians at Howard, accord-
ing to the newsletter and Bern. 
Some Nigerian students end up 
dropping out of school a semester 
to work because their funds do not 
arrive from their country, said 
Bern. Even though these funds are 
• from the individual families, he 
added that ' 'the government still 
has control over. them." J(}l stu-
presents the . • • 
• 
• 
• 
. 
• 
I ' 
' ' 
• ,, 
• 
_. Drte: 'SEPTEMBER 21, 1985 
Plftce: H.U. MAIN CAMPUS 
12:00 a.m. -6:00 p.m. • 1me: 
''Co 1 e and check out Howard University's 
1 7 i lustrious schools and colleges strutting 
thei stuff on the , main· campus. There will be 
food, entertainment, and fun for all! Don't 
• 
miss this glorious event!'~ 
' 
• 
MORE INFORMATION, CALL THE HUSA 
· OFFICE' AT 636-7007 
• 
a university report -Bern made 
Christianity Topic o.f Fo1·um 
Tracy Mitchell 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
In an effort to resolve a common 
religious dilemma facing many 
people of color, the Howard Uni-
versity Student association 
(HUSA ) will prese "Is 
Christianity a White lig-
ion?" on Tuesday Sep 24; at 
7 p.m. in the lecture of the 
Undergraduate Libr ry, .accord-
ing to Paul Scott, HUSA ·human 
relations director . 
The Rev. Cain Felder, associate 
professor at the Howard Univ~r­
sity School of 'Ji\•inity; Dr. Alim 
Muhammad, n1; t ~~ster of the Na-
tion of Islam Temple #4, Washing-
D.C.; Tom Skl.n11~r. president of 
Tom Skinner Associates; and a 
spokeswoman from th~ Hebrew 
Israelite religion will addreaa the 
program's title. 
~'elder, who, according to Scott, 
. is ''one of th'e most prominent 
Black theologians in the CQuntry", 
will provide an academic approach 
to the question. Felder. was invited 
to speak at the program because of 
his prominence and diversity, said 
Scott. Felder, editor of the Journal 
of Religious Thought, is fluent in 
several languages, the author of 
numerous articles, reviews and 
papers and was an instructor of 
Is~~rding to Scott, M~..;,.mad, 
a general surgeoh at the Howard 
University Hospital will give the 
Stanley H. ICaplan 
The SMART MOVE! 
PREPARATION FOR : 
GMAT. LSAT. GRE 
MCAT.DAT 
~. 
N 
EOUCATK>NAL 
· CENTER 
3· 4IOI C1 All l c"':•I A'19~ N.W. 
JIRTQ1JMD. 
_,..... 
-
PlN::> ' 
Muslim perspective on the subject 
of Christianity as a White man's 
religion. Muhammad, formerly 
chief surgeon at Harlem Hoopitl\l 
in New York has been in the 
Washington area for over four 
years as the featured speaker at 
many rallies, he had organi:red the 
July 22, 1985P.O.W.E.R .. proeram 
in D.C. featuring Minjster Louis 
Farrakhan, said Scott. 
Skinner, a native of Harlem will 
prOvide the Christian answer to 
the program's question. Skinner is 
widely used as an advisOr and 
counselor to ' businessmen, 
athletes, entertainers and atu- . 
dents. He is also the author of four 
books and many articles. Skinner 
Continued On P'Ce I 
Cadets Not 
Meeti~ 
~-
Standards 
Linda King 
Hilltop Staff Reponer 
Eighty-nine percent of the ROTC 
cadets attending Howard are not 
meeting standards set by the army~in 
at least one of the reading, math and 
Ehglish tests, said Major Vernon W . 
Hatley, assistant professor- of oillitary 
science. 
An army aflalysis found that out of 
approximately 6,000 lieutenants who 
attended the Officers Basic Course, 
one percent did not meet standards , 
set by the army, particularly in basic / 
skills. Ninty percent out of that one 
percent who did not meet standards 
came from Historically Black Col- · 
leges (HBC's), explained Hatley. 
The army allocated money for 21 
HBC's in aareement with presidents 
from each college to set-up Proarams. 
to correct this problem. The ROTC 
Basic Skills Enhancement Program 
was established at the 21 HBC's as a 
result, Hatley said. . 
This progtam will require cadets 
who have not met army standards to 
take .extra courses in readina, math 
and!hglish along with their rqµlar 
class load. 
One senior cadet, who wished •o 
remain anonymous said ''It is sad to 
sec an organization with 11~eii'it 
to mandate tests for How CldcU 
and not mandate them for 
Georgetown cadets. Our perfor· 
mance meets and/or exceeds 
Georactown as exemplified In mlnl-
camp. One c•nnot tell me the iuue · 
is not'Bl•ck and white.'' 
Hatley said, however, his ~tan 
was not with the hia1:1ofsucbt;11i•c 
but with provina that the c111eu bae 
at Howard could meet the ••"e•da. 
He pointed out that - lllld •1 
were falliq beta: •the third (Jt.47} 
and founh (48-56) 1t•nlne on t._n!n. 
ty point test. The army requlnt IMt 
you fall at 11111 UOUDd tile ...... 
(~) staninc. 
''We _can re ;t that .,..,, 1cl.'' 
- -
. C ,. 1••111 I 
• 
• 
' 
t.mber IO, 1885 
, . 
f 
' ' 
• 
Anci1 HIMl9on/Hi\ltop Std~ 
D.C. Mayor Marion JI.,., •clmowledc• crowd.at Geol'l(ia Avenue Day 
• 
' 
•• 
NEWSWATCH 
from N ewa Services 
WASf!INGTON - The Board of Regents of the 
Smithsonian Institution has sidestepped a decision on wheth-
er to sell all Jr the institution's stock in companies that do 
business in South Africa. 
Robert Ada.ins, secretary of the Smithsonian, said at a news 
conference M~nday, ''There were suggestions that-we qught 
to divest com~letely . There were other statements questiol)- .. 
ing the wisdo and effectiveness of divestment." 
The stock, hich is worth about $34 mi lion makes up about 
one fourth o the Smithsonian's portfolio. The portfolio is 
valued at abo t $147 million. In June, the Smithsonian sold 
$9 million in ~tocks in 15 companies doing business in South 
Africa that di~ not adher to the Sullivan principles, a volun-
tary code of 1'-0n-discrimination. 
Adams said all the requests had expressed abhorrence at 
the racial pol l~c~e~ of South Africa , but disagreed over how to 
deal with it. · 
The Boar~d ~fRegents includes among its 17 members Vice-
President ~rg~ Bush, Supreme Court Chief Justice War-
ren Bu91er, r d Princeton Universit~ President William 
Bowen. . 
.-
, . . 
WASHfNGTON -USA TODAY increased its daily 
circulation 'bf. more than 100,000 to more than 1:35 million 
an~ its adverrcisin~ from 7 .5 to 12 pages. in its t)l.ird year of 
existence, b°it continued to lose money according to Gannett 
'· CoN. Cuhhairmrth"f' Adlthlen H. Nkeduharth. 
1
. 
e a ~ e wee ay nationa newspaper, edited in 
Rosslyn, Va. ~.and sent to 30 printing plants around the coun-
try by sat.ellite, continued. to operate at a deficit, which was 
predicted in +, five-year business plan for the newspaper that 
projected p~itability by the end of 1987. . · 
"We think that goal is quite achievable," Neuharth said. 
He declined say what the Gannett losses have been on the 
colorful , te ly written daily, but added he would talk about · 
the flnancia <let.ails ''to the penny'' when the paper l;>ecomes 
profitable. , . . . 
According .to the Audit Bureau. of Circulation, USA TO-
DA Y's circu Stion is third in the: colintry behind the Wall 
Street Jo al and the New York Daily News. 
DETR IT - The Domestic auto industry got off to a 
roaring Sm in September, with aales during the first ten 
, days up 55. 7 perce~t from last year, figures shoWed last week. 
The six tnns--General Motors Corp., Ford Motor Co., 
~hrysler CotJ>., American Motor Cory .• Volkswagen of Amer-
ica and Ho~~~-BOld 233, 998 cars in the Sept. 1·10 period, 
compared ~th 150,240 in the same period in 1984 . . · 
GMS sal~ were up 58.8 percent for the period which in-
cluded seve'I selling days. Ford's was up 61 .9 pen:ent, Chrysl-
er's up 62.Si .percent and Volkswagen's up .to 30.2 percent. 
AMC's saltJ,, however, were off 22.4 percent while Honda's 
salea dippec! 9.5 percent. . . 
For the xear to aate, the six domestic firms have sold 
. 5,912,518 cani, up 4 percent from 5,684,164 cars sold in the . .. 
same pen a year ago. 
. For the ear, Chrysler's sales are up 19.6 pen:ent, the 
highest of 11· the car makers. General Motor's sales figures 
are virtualr unchanged compared to last year. Volkswagen 
and AMC's sales for the year to date are d~wn compared io 
last year. _ ~ . . 
- WASilJNGTOi'! -ln a sign, the economy may again be 
stirring, retail sales for" August jumped 1.9 percent. Mean· 
while factory production remained weak, hurt by the same 
strong doll,/; that helped lower August wholeaale prices the governme~ laid Friday. · ' 
. All t.oget ei: the COIJ:\~ina~on of_~le~Uction and infla-
tion i;epo -, was a mild disappointment for many private 
analyllltB lo thought the altyrocketing sales of automobiles 
in August ould add much more. 
But for e adminilltratio11 the report was a tentative con· 
finnation~t the long awaited rebound in the economy this 
year is fi ly under way. · 
' 
' "We're i' the middle of a renewed· economic expansion" 
according io Beryl Sprinkel, · Chairman of the P!esident's 
Council of [Economic Aclvioers. 
. The reblil sales increa'ae of 1.9 percent--the biggest jump 
u™" Apnlf-:would have been a weak 0.4 percent gain with-
out the autp bum~, It still reacl\ed a record $116.1 billion 
after J acijuatment, 8.1 pen;ent above a year earlier. 
. . 
" 
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Celebration on 
Geori ·aAvenue 
Juanita 'J'homP90D 
Hilltop Std Reprtw 
D.C. gave a ''block party" on 
Georgia Av.enue last Satur.day 
afternoon to celebrate the city's 
longest stretch of minority-owned 
businesses. 
In wliat was called "Georgia 
Avenue Day," the third annual 
celebration included a pai-ade that 
extended from Georgia and' East. 
em A venue, N. W. to Banneker 
Recreation Center, N.W., along 
with evening festivities in both 
Emory Park and Banneker. 
The parade featured Mayor 
Marion Barry, City Council mem-
bers Charlene Drew Jarvis (D-
Ward 4) and Frank Smith, Jr. (D-
WJ1rd 1), astronaut Frederick 
Gregory, singer Joyce Kennedy, 
and Jim Berry. of WJLA-TV was 
the parade Master of Ceremonies. 
''I'm just proud to be here,'' said 
Gregory, parade grand ~hall. 
"I think it's a good idea, I grew up 
on Georgia A venue and it's fun to 
come back.~ 
Children, business owners, and 
residents lined the avenue for 
their chance to see the 50 units of 
area marching bands, floats, · 
clowns and horses. 
All along the five-mile stretch, 
many parade participants used 
the opportunity to advertise their 
business. 
- The ~lect.ric Horses, a grQUP of 
Black ''cowboys and girls" from 
Maryland., gave children along the 
stretch horseback rides. 
Geneva Grayson, employee of 
Realty World, aaid, "We've had a 
booth here for two years because 
it's good for advertisement," 
referring to the area set up in Em-
ory Park. 
According to Jarvis and Smith, 
co-founders of the Georgia' A venue 
Foundation, the celebration was 
designed to stimulate one ofD.C.'s 
longest and oldest stretches where 
minorities own and operate 
businesses. 
Jarvis aaid, "This day the work 
of the Foundation year-round will 
be to bring city-wide attention to 
License 
·Appealed 
To FCC 
Janiee Murray 
Hilltop Stall' Reporter 
The appeal of a decision made by 
the Federal Communications 
· Commission (FCC), concerning 
the minority employment prac-
tices of an Illinois radio station 
was heard last week in the D.C. 
C\n:Uit Court of Appe•ls. 
The appeal, filed by the Nation-
al Black Media Coalition (NBMC), 
alleges that the FCC, the regulat. 
ing body of the broadcastind\l.8try, 
wrongly renewed the license of an 
Illinois radio station that 
repeatedly violated the com-
mission's equal employment 
opportunity regulation, the EEO 
Rule. The rule waa designed to 
aasure fair employment practices 
in the ind\l.8try. · · _ -
NBMC attorney David Honing 
argued that the commie·ion had 
repeatedly renewed the license of 
a station that for nine yean hired 
virtually no minorities. AccdJdjng 
to an FCC report, a review of radio 
.etation WYEN'e EEO perform-
ance for 1973 to 1976 waa "poor." 
The report showed that no more 
than one minority employee was 
hired by the atation until 1978. 
The report for the following year 
sbowllCI no minority employeee . 
According to FCC reports, the 
Des Plaines, Illinois station 
licersed to Wall Weot EnlerpriaN, 
Inc., showed an ''ab1enee of 
minorities." The report .1 ... 1·id 
that WYEN •did not •1t111z• to be 
actively punuing afllrmative ac-
tion." ! 
1be commis ion, after a review 
of the otation'• 1973-1979 EEO 
performance, imPooed ita moot 
eerioua unction obort of a bearina 
by iaauinathe llation aobort term, 
one year renewal of lta liMnss .. 
A!oncwltbtheoborttmm1wwal 
Coadaaed oa p Sr • 
- ' the variety of s1'opper's goods and 
services available on Georgia 
Avenue." 
Smith added, "Over the years, 
blllineso i;ieop)e have made sub-
at.antial contributions to the eco-
nomic vitality of Georgia Avenue. 
We want to perpetuate that, and 
Georgia A venue Day will un-
doubtedly help that endeavor.'' 
The Georgia Avenue Founda-
tion is the group.that helped spon· 
sor the evept alOng with compan-
ies such as Sptite, Coors, and 
Coke. 'The foundation is made up 
of business owners and the mayor 
is the hoporary chairman. 
Two employees of The Salon on 
Georgia Ave., laid, "It (the parade) 
brings· a Jot of attention to the 
businesses. People come out here 
and notice stores they didn't see 
before." 
Ryan continued, 11I'm proud. It 
shows we know how to get togeth- • 
er-and share." She added, ''This 
was my first year but rn be back .• 
A Northwest resident and third-
year parade watcher said, "This is 
one of the better parades. It brings 
the community together. Most of 
the people 'ou't here," she con-,. 
tinued, ''are form the community." 
Harold Span, a 1984 Howard 
graduate, said; ''It's· interesting 
and good for the community. It's 
the best way to get in touch with 
the community." 
Food, entertainment, andjewel-
ry vendors ·were featured at the 
Emorjr Par~ betwe;en Missouri 
Ave. and Longfellow St., and at 
Banneker ·. between Euclid and 
Barry Place. 
Among the many businesses 
supporting the festivities Satur- . 
day were Safeway, McDonald's, 
Morgan Seafood, Morton's deiiart· 
ment store and Riggs-Bank. D.C. 
Lotto was one of the businesses 
with booths set up at the festivi· 
ties. 
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TwloJde fte Kid 
waftltotbemowd. 
f 
INTRODUCING 
..... I I 
ltiU ..... ft 7 'r S I 
NOONDAY PRAYER CHRISTIAN FELWWSHll'! 
"A PERFECT 'LUNCH BREAK,' I WILL BE BACK 
AGAIN!" 'This is what one young lady fr:o:qi Mertdtan Htll 
dormitory said about Noonday Prayer the first time she 
attended! Another person from that same d01mltory .said: 
"I heard many great thtngs about Noonday' Prayei;. and it 
was all the wonderful things I head. The music and the 
people were great, and I enjoyed every minute." One 
· person from Carver Hall said: "Praise the Lordi.Noonday 18 
deftnlt.ely beneficial for my splrttnal enrichment." Another 
young lady said: "I Love the Noonday Prayer Chrl8«an 
Fellowship, and request that I may be a member." Praise 
lie ID God for such glorious testimonies! 
Noonday Prayer Is providing students, faculty and staff the 
opportunity ID experience a great time of worship, praise 
and Bible Instruction during the middle of the day. The 
teacbtngs are designed to show us how We can reach the ' 
spiritual goals God bas set for us In His Word, the Bible, 
• 
and h""'. ID tianslat.e our strong faith In God lnlD frulti\tl 
results in the lives of our friends, our communtty, our 
nation, our w.orld! You are invited to come join us, and 
share In what God lo doing and through His people! 
Noonday Prayer meets tn the main sanctuary of Andrew . 
Rankin Mem~ Chapel on Mondays,' Wednewl•y's and · 
Friday's at 1\¥,00 Noon. Take out the time and experience 
It for younielll We believe you will find It ID be the 
encouragement you need ID "GO FOR 'IHE GOLD IN 
GOD!" 
-
• 
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For more Information contact ~ard: 
Ed•tJard C. Wallace, , 
Recrult11:ent Officer 
College of Pharmacy and Pharmacal Sciences 
How;ard University . 
Wuhlr.gton, DC 20059 
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Tuition Hikes: 
H.owMuch $$? 
.< 
Tuition expenses at Howard University are always an area 
of co~cern for o
1
ur student population: Over the past five 
years[ Hpward's tuition has experienced a steady increase, 
usual y, tn the amount of one hundre<\ (Jr two hundrea 
dollars. In theJ980-81 academic year,_ tu1t1on was $982.SO; 
!WO ye.ars later i jumped to $1357.5u, At present, tuition 
IS $1522.50. . ' 
, ' 
· Of course the reason for the tuition hikes is given to. be 
rising costs. Welare aware of the reality of rising expenses. 
However, we d6 feel that. this issue sliould be given close 
attention in lig~t of Howard's historic mission and the 
amount of tile university's subsidy from the federal 
government. I . ! . . 
• 
f 
Howard was estabhshed 1n 1867 as an educational haven 
(Jr those who wpuld not have been able to attain one. Tradi-
ttonal!y, costs ~ave been such that Black youth from im-
poverished co~muniti!'s in this country could at least have 
a chance.at an ,eclucauon. The question is will tuitiPn ex- , 
p~nses spiral upf.ward so much so that less fortunate students 
will not. be ~bl1 to. attend this institution? It seems to us 
!hat 4n1v~rs1ty official~ should keep these facts foremost 
tn their nunds the next time they consider a tuition increase. 
. I 
We feel that 1f Howard is truly a school devoted to pro-
viding an education to those who are underprivileged, it 
sljoufd take a critical look at itself before raising tuition. 
Howard admi\liistrators are among the highest paid in the 
country. Woulp a cut in pay for. the sake of educational 
oppo~tun!tY be] a bit too much to ask? If there is a crisis 
st1uat1on tn terms of money, shouldn't everybody chip in-
to the ha~, inc\uding administrators? 
We truly hope that the next time the Board of Trustees 
considers raising the cost of tuition , it keeps in mind that 
Black people .i'l America are still grappling with the pro-
blems of mass1~fi· UI!employment and a poveny rate of nearly 
4Q rercent. Reahst1cally speaking though, we doubt that tt 
w1l. · 
Guest ·Columnist 
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1 IR!EI> lo L.OOI< MIDDl..E Cl.ASS AND 
CONSERyATIVE:., BuT I DIDN'T HAVE THE / 
MONE'( To -~~C.K. IT UP.iHE 1urr10N 
fft(.-IEllTS ARE TOO ll&t-11. 
Insight From a ··'Used ·to Be' ' 
Dear New S1uden1 J , termed it or liked . to believe. 
You are ab<?ut 10 e,~bark upon one Winston's position as a leading 
~f lhe most pivotal c~apters of your Negro administrator, with con-
l1fe now that _you arc 1': student here. siderable and increasing clout over 
As one ~ho came. t11s way before the university policy and direction, is 
you, I sincerely w1s you the very itself palpable testament to this 
best . . . . ~eality. 
. It ~ould be remiss~ me, however, And he should know. Winston was 
1f I did not add to th1 hope a c~veat a student here in the days when most · 
or tw'? about yo~r ne ~hool and the of us were known as Negroes and 
experiences which a 13-11 y_ou .here . became a protege of the late Dr. 
W~lcome _10 the m~st •_mp~rtant Rayford Logan, the renowned 
a!1d 1nnuen~1al _Negrtj 1_nst1tut1on of scholar and former chairman of the 
higher learning 1n Amfr1ca . I say that Department of History. Logan was 
co-editor of the aforementioned work 
shortly before his passing. Jet 
mag~ine revea1ed that he willed part 
Paul Lf!e 
neither 'facetiously or erisively - in- of his estate to Howard-->A'ith the 
deed, I didn't say i · at all. I am stipulation, however, that it not be 
quoting Dr. Michae R. Winston, used for any depart!):1ent using the 
who is Howard's vi president of terms ''Black'' or ''AffO-American '' 
academic affairs, ominally the or having any ''Black Moslems'' in it.· 
'number-two admin st fa tor, and Although many of you did not an-
perhaps the next pr sident of this ticipat.e it nor may wish to believe it 
university . He is also the author of the following should be borne i~ 
''The Dictionary of. merican Negro mind: 
Biography'' (1982). -Howard is not now and never has 
While Winston an I may diffe,r ~s ~·.been a ''Black'' institution, except in 
to what to call o r people, hi s the complexion of those who run and 
. d~sigf!ation of Howar,1 as a Negro in- · a~ten~ it (and even. that has fluctuated 
s1_11ut1on, as man of ~s . have h1stoncally),mearung that its trustees, 
discovered over the ears, 1s simply administrat:orsandmanyofitsfecul-
more honest than w at 01hers have 1y do n~t seek to affirm and 
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strengthen a racially or culturally 
distinct identity, value system, or 
orientation from that of 
mainstrcam(that is, White) America. 
They do not seek, in the main, to ad-
dress the material, psychological, 
technical, spiritual, economic, 
political or social maladies and con-
ditions that afflict our communities · 
-asid~. that is, from p'roducing _a 
marginal cl8!'8 of leading Blacks 
(or ''minorities''~ sharing theii-
values and goats. One need only ven-
ture into the communities surroun- · 
ding the campus and experience che 
attitudes of its members toward the . 
univcr'sity to appreciate how alien to 
the community's interests it 
is considered. ' ! 
-HowarOit a l{overnment-
Sube)djre(i instiiution aDd, as 
such, is co~ervat1ve and .po11tically 
sterile. Among its honored guests 
during my first years at Howard 
were_ PresidC:nt Ronald Reagan, Vice 
President George Bush, who receiv-
ed an honorary degree and add·ress-
ed a commencement ceremony, and 
Jamaican Prime Minister Seaga 
(known by some of his countrymen 
as (''CIAga''). 
Indeed, name the issue--local, na-
tional or international--and beyond 
simple posturing, the university ad-
ministration never seriously separates 
itself from the government ad-
ministration. This leads one to ask : 
Are the interests of ow people iden-
tical to those of the government? (But 
of course, this presupposes that 
Howard is or seeks to be accountable 
to the interests of ''our people'' -- a 
premise not established. Let us con-
tinue the analysis . 
-Howard has alWays tolerated a 
relatively small number of 
independent-minded administrators, 
faculty and students who were com-
mitted to broader Black and also . 
Third World concerns. But it has also 
always responded with a variety of 
disincentives, harrassments, 
deliberate neglect d private scorn 
and ridicule. Almost ywhere in the 
Black world, amon our best minds 
and most inspired sp 'ts, you will in-
evitably find those who ''used to be 
at Howard,'' but were never cn-
co!""fed or allowed to make the con-
tributiom they were best qualified 
for, or who never acquired the 
knowledae, tninipa and support 
which would have enabled them to 
fulfill their brooder potentialities--if 
these were outside of Howard's 
UDJpoken yet very real status.quo 
parameten. Inquire IO"Mltimm about 
who ''•r·ed to be'' in your school or . 
department. And take a aood look at 
those, like Dr. Robert Cummings cf 
African Studies or Dr. Samuel Yette 
of Journalism, wbo even now Kem 
to be considerecl pariahs, u if t'tbey'' 
wire the cauae of our problems. 
• 
• Howard has either treated shabbily or 
with comtemptable disregard 
e!ducator Dean Kelly Miller, 
Africanist William Leo Hansberry, 
zoologist Ernest Just, schol8.ri 
activist Acklyn Lynch, sociologist 
Francis Cress Welsing, writer 
ffaki Madhubuti and my mentor, 
the late novelist Julian Mayfield, 
to name ,,ut a very few. (Perhaps 
same find consolation in the habit 
of Howard to now and then name a 
floor or building after one of these 
embattled, usually deceased souls. 
With the nCW increases in teaching 
and writing responsibilities many 
junior faculty members sec ~nly the 
bleakest possibility of ever making 
the' all-important tenure track, leav-
ing the ''old heads'' to relish, I sup-
pose, Howard's sane return to 
orthodoxy. 
Dear new student: The above is 
directed primarily at those of you 
who came here as I did, with an im-
age of Howard that actually only 
seemed real for a short time. Indeed 
ii was the ''times•• which made eve~ 
that ideal of Howard as a bastion of 
Black responsibility and center of 
racial effort a reality for those who 
worked at and attended it . Howard 
is still on time, but with both hands 
stretching over our communities one 
toward Capitol Hill and ·the ~ther 
toward Pennsylvania Avenue. But 
the~e_ is still -some -w-ork that ~~ 
be done heie 11 your perspective is 
clear. The resources arc smaller now 
to help our struggling race from 
Howard, but through it your con-
tributions can be real: identify them, 
use them, protect them if you can. 
But don't waste valuable tinie and 
energy trying to change what Howard 
has always been (and is presently 
. reaffirming): A White institution in 
Black face designed to prepare 
White-minded Black students to 
. preserve, extend and defend what is 
best for White folks . 
Mr. Lee is a former student in 
Howard's School of Communica-
tioQ.S, 1980-84 . 
Correction ·· 
Lut w11k'• phnt.c•• apb of 
the School of Socl•l Wort 
' D1sn Richard Bnslfeh mi• 
repre11nted him a1 the 
Schoo) al1- Do "John T. 
Reker. 
The JI.loam "-"1' ID 
· the Aucuat 30 edjtion al'l'ba 
Hilltop waa mi1apellad a1 
Bel··n. -; 
' 
' 
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Ona Alston 
' 
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Combating Classism, 
Racism and Sexism 
We as African people, wherever we mediate financial profit is made at 
live. in the world, must struggle the expense of women (because 
against the internal contradiction of women participating in such activities 
sexism in our societies while waging receive very little of the money for 
war against the external enemies of which they are sold). Society docs 
racism and international capitalism. nothing to discourage this; in fact, 
~herever African people arc found society encourages it. 
tn the world, whether it be on the Think about certain alcohol and 
C?ntinent or somewhere in the · cigarette advertisements found in the 
dtaspor•. our women are at the bot- latest issues of Jet and Ebony. What 
tom. of the economic ladder and often is really being sold, the product or the 
subjected to extreme fornu of abuse smile, breasts and legs displaying the 
and e~plo1tation. product? The economics of the plight 
Afncan women have provided and are simple. Some call it survival. 
c.ontinue ~o provide a dispropor- Employment~amaid,proatitute; 
t1onately high amount of labor for lit- ·or Dean-picker is preferable to star-
tle or no wages. One can point to vation, which is all too often the 
everything from beatings "to por- alternative. - Thus, the ruling class 
nography to poor pre-natal and child profits from the pool of surplus labor 
care as examples of exploitative abuse formed by our women. They arc 
suffered by African women. forced to take the jobs no one else 
Of course, Ellropcan women suf- wants at slave wages in order to sur-
fer from sexism also, but due to vive - but survive we will, thankS to 
racism and African women's position our women. 
in a capitalist econ cf my, their position 
is magnified many times over. EX- The tragedy attached to the ex-
amples range from the scarcity of ploitation of our women is the suf-
female elected student leaders across fering of our children. In the United 
Howard's campus to the fact that an States alone, more than half of all 
estimated 80 percent of the Black families are headed by a single 
agricultural labor done on the ~other and. three out of five of these 
African continent is done by women single mothers are unemployed. 
Our women have been th~ . FTl'ty-nine percent hid not . 
backbone of our struggle,..rutrticular- finished high school as of 1984. 
ly in the diaspora. Their Jeg·acy of Our infant inortality rate is 
courage, stamina, and ingenuity disproportionately high, as is our 
spans from our ancestral mothers high school drop-out rate. Consider-
who chose to kill themselves while ing the overa11 situation of our 
pregnant rather than be taken as women, it is amazing that the 
slav~s to a fo~eign land to Angela children who do manage to suc-
Dav1s and Sonia Sanchez, who have cessfully reach maturity actually do. 
for years kept the struggle of our peo- Racism and exploitation by inter-
pie on the ''front burner. " national capitalism is perpetrated 
We can look at Queen Nzinga of against all African people from out-
Angola, who valiently fought the side, therefore,· bourgeois, Euro-
Portugucse for 40 years and many of feminism serves no purpose in our 
our very own mothers who sue- societies·: We cannot separate 
cessfully reared many of us wi(hout ourselves by sex, nor succumb to 
male assistance. ' divisive propaganda from European 
V(e . must underst11-n~ that fem.inists. We must struggle together 
cap1tal1sm preys upon anY difference against any and a11 external enemies 
between human beings which could and deal with the internal problem of 
be used to ''divide and conquer.'' sexism within our ranks. African men 
The very real benefits of promoting are all that the African women have 
women as tools of labor or objects of and vice-versa. 
pleasure are obvious. Pornography 
and prostitution arc crystal-clear ex- Ms. Alston is an editorial writer for 
amples of instances in w:hich im- the Hilltop. 
In Their Own Words 
Bantu Stephen Biko was one of 
the premier forces for Black 
liberation in South Africa. He bas 
been credit.ed as one of the fore-
most proponents of the Black Con-
sciousness Movein.ent in that 
country. On Monday, September 
12, 1977, Biko died in Pretoria af-
ter slipping into a coma, resulting 
from braid damage he received 
during a 22-bour torture by South 
African political police. The 
following pa•ssge is taken from an 
interview with Biko by Bernard 
Zylstra of the Canadian Institute 
for Christian Studies in July of 
1977. Tbe entire interview can be 
found in the book, "Biko" by 
Donald Woods. 
. , Zylatra: What precisely do you 
mean by Black Consciousness? .. 
Biko: By Black Consciousness f , 
mean the cultural and political is rapidly" changiog In Rhodesia. 
revival of an oppressed people. This means that the main focus of 
This must be related to the WesbingtonwithrespecttoSouth-
emancipation of the entire con- em Africa is on Pretoria. This has 
tinent of Africa since the Second the effect of making South Africa 
World War. Afri•• has ex-" feel important. Investments must 
perienced the death of White in-" be protected. Trade must be ex-
vincibility. Before that we were panded. Cultural excbangeo must 
conscious mainly of two classes of· be maintained. 
people, the White conquerors and These developments of the last 
the Black conquered. The Blacks few years have 1>laced the US in a 
in Africa now know that the . vuln!rable 
1
po11t1on. It real1zc:a 
Whites . will not be conquerors that it hasn t done too well, ao 1t 
forever . . now Ioob around to uk: "Where 
. . do we get support?'' And when 
Zylatra: What is your attitude Washington asks that klnd of 
towards the USA? question,asaruleitputsthequee-
Bllr.o: We begin with the tion in the context o(the rift be-
aaaumption that from the in- tween· coinmuniam and capital.:. 
temational point of view South ism, between East and Weot, be-
Africa is a pawn in the politics of tween the "First World" and the 
pragmatiam, in the game of power "Second World." Can the problem• 
, between the US and the USSR. We of the "Third World" be properly 
have no illUlio11.1 about the Afri- undentood in the context oC that 
can paliciee of either the US or the rift? In any case, the Third World 
USSR. R••vi• bu won the lhow ao liberation movement.a have re-
far in Soulbem Africa. 'lbiaiaevi- ceived Bupport &om Mo1oaw, aot 
dent in Anpla and Mc-embique. from Washington. Moreover, 
So now the USA 1srm1 to be wait- m•"1' penona within the Iibma· 
m,upa.,t•M•italfthequ11tion: tion.trual•lookn1•mtbellarz-
"Wby an we., far brbind Jh• i• iat anaJyU of opp11 ion u t.be 
iopiniD1friend•?"Tba1a· .. ,al propercli•aucwi•GltJ....llitl•ticJG 
coune, ia quite aimple. 'nte US b.u And on the top al all tbia !:I e ii 
in the put m1jntei-1d ita link•. the ovea tthelmiDI" evhlence of 
with the mincwiV aov• ••m enta in America'• involvement la the . 
. Anpla, Mcwambique, Rbod11ia TbinlWorldhtbe 11lreGlhllowa 
and South Aftica. The aituAtion -aaiuie aelf•htl II llK. R tis hM 
within the lint two bu clumn!!. · no lnv11tmenb to protect In 
ch I wily in tbe lii.e .... ,_..It Jebumeeburs. Awwrica • 11 
.. 
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• • 
Robert Adu·Asare 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
t! 
. 
History is in the making in the area of international law as 
American witnesses, reportedly , testify against their country in a 
case brough against the United States before the International 
!Court of_ Ju~~ice (IC.I) ~Y Nicar~gua. . . ., 
Another ~1storical precedence was made in May of last year 
when American Judge Stephen Schwebel voted to uphold Nicar· 
agua's demand that the Unite:d States stop m1n1ng N1c~agua s 
harbors. ''. . it is the first time lawyers and witnesses have op-
posed their wn country in the court," according to a Washingto11 
Post report. Judges at the lCJ are not representatives of their 
res~ctive c?untries, they sei-ve in their- individual capacities. 
Nicaragu4 last week brought another charge a_gainst th~ United 
~tate~ ''tha~· ashington is v:iolating intern~tion·~I law by su~part-
1ng rebels t 1ng to overthrow the Sandan1sta government. The 
UPI has re , rted t hat Nicaiagua is represented by two American 
attorneys, ~aul. Reichler of Washington, D.C. and Abram Chayes, 
a professor rt Harvard Law School. . 
~The Americans testifying against the United States as wit-
nesses are David Mac Michael a former CIA employee and Michael 
J . Glennon. la professor at the University ofCincipnati. Glennon 
·privately vifi~d Nicaragua in February to investigate reports of 
atrocities c~mmitted by ttie Nicaraguan rebe_l __gr'O\!P -~pu~arl.y 
known as t~e contras. The contras have achieved global notoriety 
as right-wing opportunist individual rebels attempting to over-
t}trow a pot}ular ·legitimate government of Nicaragua. These in-
dividuals a~d their organizations Constituting the contras group 
have been supported militarily and financially by the Reagan 
administration. 
This sumbe~ Congress voted to allow the Reagan administra-
tion to spetjd $27 million suppoSedly in non-military humanitar-
ian aid to support the contras in their bid to overthrow the Sanda-
nista regimF. ln fact, a federal office has been set up for the purpose 
of disbursing'.the $27 million of ta~, money. In the field of in-
temational lrelations such an act coristitutes interVentibn in the 
internal aff~irs of Nicaragua by the United States. U.S. military or 
non-mili~ support for a rebellious group intent on overthrowing 
a legitima!f government in fact vidlate~ the sovereignty of the · 
country co°icemed. The U .S: has initiated trade embargo against 
Nicaragua,( also an act of intervention. 
In Decen;iber' 1965, the United Nations General Assembly ad-
opted a ''D0clatation on tl}e Inadmissibility ofinterv~ntion in the 
Domestic ~ff airs of .States and the Protection of their In-
I , Mandela 
For 
U~S. ? • • , 
. 
Lisa R. McCullough 
, Hi.lltop stjatr Reporter 
D.C. Delegate Walter E. Faun-
. troy told a gr~up of bankers and 
• politicians in Holland Saturday 
that Nelson ·M~ridela will receive 
free treatment ~t Howard Univer-
sity Hospital if the South African 
government all ws the jailed lead-
er to come to tlie United States. 
South Africa~ doctors said Man-
dela is suffering from an enlarged 
prostate gland Bnd cysts on his liv-. 
er and kidney. I · 
''I am pleas.e? to ~nnounce af-
ter consultat1on with the Presi -
dent of Howard · University Dr. 
James Cheek 1· .. that Howard 
University and its Medical School 
have agreed ~ provide free of ~ 
charge all neceSsary treatment for 
Nelson Mandelp should the South 
Afncan governplent a llow him to 
be transported to the United 
States for such treatment," l1e 
said. , 
' ''Key ~ to the resolutio11 
of the escalating violence and de-
teriorating sifuati on in South 
Africa is mea4 ingful discussions 
and negotiations with legitimate 
Black South ~fri can leaders. 
According to rJcent polls ... Nel-
son M8ndela ~s . one such major 
leader. His health is a matter of 
deep concern .. j·i his ability to par-
ticipate in negotiations when they 
occur is essen~ial," he said upon 
arrival in Amsterdam. 
In addition j io proposing the 
agenda, Fauntroy sent letters to 
Presidents Rea~an and Botha urg-
ing them to allow Mandela treat-
ment in the U~ited States. "I am 
aware that So th Africa possesses 
adequate me ical resources to 
treat Mr. Miindela . However 
there are wid~pread perception~ 
that he cannot receive the be8t 
medical care f~m the South Afri · 
can government," indicated Faun-
~y1~~5a ~e:!rg:~ted September 
''H0ward U~iversity is one of 
our nation's finest Black educa-
tional institulions with a com- · 
prehensive and capable medical 
complex, inc)uding a medi'cal 
achool and t~aching hospitB.1," 
Fauntroy add<jd. .. 
The announcement of Howard's 
• 
ag1 eement toolt place lit an anti-
aparth~id cOnference called 
•Apartheid anl! Southern Africa: 
The West European Response'' 
that had over twenty nations in 
D.C. Del Walter Ftluntroy 
attendance:-Oelegates from the 
Associa~ion of European Parlia-
mentarians for Action Against 
Apartheid, (A WEPAA ), came 
from Sweden, Norway, Italy, Lux-
embourg and other nations Satur-
day to prepare Strategies to end 
apartheid, according to Patricia 
Smith, Fauntroy's press secretary. 
Before making the announce-
ment, the congressional delegate · 
proposed a ''three point agenda'' to 
end apartheid. Total disinvest-
ment, a complete trade embargo 
and an end to all military coopera-
tion in any form with South Afri-
can were the components of a plan 
to ''pressure the white minority 
government of South Africa into 
ending its apartheid policy of rac-
ial separation and to share power 
with its disenfranchised black 
majority," according to Fauntroy. 
Because of his involvement with 
anti-apartheid movements, Wal-
ter Fauntroy was chosen as the 
keynote speaker for the Holland 
conference. The congressman is 
also chairman of the House Bank-
ing_ Subcommittee on Domestic 
~onel,!lry 'Policy and Co-<:liair o( 
the Steering Committee of the 
Free South African Movement. 
Furthermore, he is responsible for 
• 
f 
' 
.ew-s 
' 
dependence and Sovereingty." According to this deslaration, "no 
state has the right to intervene, directly or indirectly, for any 
reason whatsoever, in the internal or external affairs of an.v other 
state ... '' Furthermo~. ''no state shall o~, usiat, fomen~, 
finance, fncite or tolerate subversive, terrorist or anped adivities 
directed toward the violent overthrow of another state, or interfere 
in civil strife in another state." Despite the aforementioned. pro-
visions, a well-respected theorist of international relations, Hans 
Morgenthau, wrote in the prestigious Foreign Affairs journal in 
April 1967, ''Yet again we are witnessing throughout the world 
activities violating all the rules laid down in this Declaration." 
In recent memory, the ~nitA:d States has ~tervened in the in-
ternal ·affairs of Cuba, the Dominican Republic, Viet Nam, Congo-
Zaire, El Salvador and Grenada, among others. This is not to 
suggest that America alone is guilty · of intervention by great 
powers in the affairs of powerless countries. In fact, intervention in 
the internal affairs of one country by another is not new in the 
world. Again, the late Morgenthau wrote, "What Great Britain 
and Russia [not Soviet Union] were doing in the nineteenth cen-
tury, the United States and the Soviet Union seem to be doing 
today," 
As usual , American intervention in Nicaragua has been jus-
tified on the presumption of preventing the perceived spread of 
communism. According to Morgenthau, ''This argument derives 
from the assumption that communism everywhere in the world is 
not only morally unacceptable and philisophically hostile to the 
United States, but is also detrimental to the national interests of · 
the United States and must therefore be opposed on political as 
well as moral and philosophic grounds.'' What Morgenthau did not 
discuss, though, are what constitute the national interests of the 
United States. In historical terms, it is possible to say that U.S. 
interests in Central America as a whole have economics as the 
point of departure. 
A non-capitalist Nicaragua will not~ conducive for the require-
ments of exploitation of the labor of the poor peasants just as was · 
the case under the Samosa dictatorship. In this regard, we see that 
. anti-communist arguments for U .S. intervention in Nicaragua 
become a conduit for a return to the economic status quo and the 
misery and impoverishment associated with it. Morgenthau had 
predicted in 1967 that most of the nations in the periphery of the 
capitalist world economic system were bound to see revolutions ~ 
due to the nature of the exploitation in those societies. For him, it 
was "likely to be a matter of time until actual revolution will break 
out in one or another of these nations," he wrote in 1967. 
' PB1ell 
' 
At tbe World Court las\ Friday, the former CIA employee, David 
MacMichael, testified that President Reagan approved the deploy-
ment of 1,500 covert U.S. force with the intention of "luring" 
Nicaraguan forces across international borders. The aim of such a 
ploy, according to MacMichael was to provide proof for U.S. claim 
that Nicaragua has plans to export revolution according to wire 
service reports. 
. . 
In April of last year, when Nicaragua charged the U.S. with 
violating international law by the mining -of its harbor, the U.S. 
invoked the concept of self-acljudication of sovereign nations by 
withdrawing from the case, citing ''that the court did not have the 
right to decide a political matter." The Reagan Administration ' 
indicated also that America's activities in Central America ''was a 
matter of self-defense because Nicaragua [allegedly] was aiding 
rebels fighting to overthrow the government of El Salvador, a U.S. 
ally.'' 
We do not know w.hat the u:s. response is going to be concerning · 
the latest charges before the court. What we do know is .. that, in 
substantive terms, no sovereign nation can be expected to abide by 
the opinions of the World Court ifit does not want to. Sovereign 
nations are their own judges in the international sphere. The ICJ 
does not have an inforcement agency. Absence of the capability to 
enforce decisions against sovereign nations, short of military force, 
is the fundamental weakness of international law it.self. 
What we do know is that nations that ignore the opinions and 
decisions of the , World Court ultimately lose the respect of the 
world community. In fact, a superpower which ignores the op~ 
inions of the World Court diminishes any prestige it has before 
powerless nations. In this sense it is not to the good image of the 
U.S. repeatedly to ignore the opinions of the World Court. 
When a superpower flaunts the opinions and authoritative de-
cisions of an international institution generally recognized by all 
civilized societies, the government and people of that power be· 
come the subject of ridicule. Certainly the United States is no 
exception in this regard. The fact t_hat U.S. allies continue to 
recognize and accept the legitimacy ofNicara:gua alone must have 
been a pointer for America to change its attitude towards Nicar-
agua. This is not a moral argument. American businesses need 
peace and tranquility to carry on legitimate trade relations with 
all the nations in Latin America. Unpopular U:S. actions against 
poor, powerleBB people can cause the American people friendship 
and respect in the Thi~ World in general . 
. c 
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Kanaks Demand Freedom, 
Rej,ect Dual Government 
• ~ \ 
. 
FnrrHl Wade!H1l ltop Staff Phol<>gn.pMr 
the implementation of the 1985 
Anti-Apartheid Act, accorqing to 
,Smith. 
Fallntroy stated the importanCe 
of world response to the ''present 
day Nazism'' in South Africa and 
emphasized the relevance of the 
seminar. ''Unless there is a coor-
dinated response among people 
around the world internal violence 
directed against that system cs·. 
Africa's) will continue to mount, 
possibly resulting i:n a spillover to 
other parts of that region ... ,"he 
said. 
''Southern Africa is in danger of 
exploding because of the oppres-
sion and human misery engen-
dered py ap~rtheid which leads to 
instability and conflict that can all 
too easily result in military and 
even nuclear involvement by the 
super powers,'' Fauntroy said be-
fore the seminar. ''For these rea-
sons, I view my trip to Amsterdam· 
as timely and compelling." 
Congressman Fauntroy is n·ow 
planning a hearing on the "Impact 
on Do{Destic Credit of Disinvest-
ment in South Africa'' for Sept.em· 
her 26 to discuss imposing eco-
nomic sanctions against South 
Africa with labor unions, church 
groups and student organizations. 
Funwako Dlamini 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
''Do we need a puppet govern-
ment? If France is not prepared to 
krant us independence , the 
Kanaks will revoke memories of a 
bloody civil war of the 1950s in 
Algeria'' that ended with a mas-
sive exodus of French settlers and 
the granting of independence, said 
Susanna Ounei. · 
Speaking at Howard Univer· 
sity, the member of the Kanak 
Socialist National Liberation 
Front (KNLF), said the plan pro-
posed by France for granting New 
Caledonia independence in 
''association'' with it is an un-
8:~ceptable ~nd unjustified one. 
According to Ounei, France has 
drafted a referendum that will re-
quire all New Caledonians to vote 
''yes'' to the ''independence by 
association'' to be held in 1987. 
''This is nothing else but a wind-
ing road back to colonialism and 
we cannot afford to have two gov-
ernments in one country," said 
Ounei . 
New Caledonia, a group of is-
lands in the South Pacific, has be· 
en a French cOlony for over 300 
years. With 145,000 people, the 
Malenasians (indigenous people), 
now known as the Kanaks 
(62,000), are the largest; followed 
by French settlers (43,000), and 
Polynesians. -
In one of their acts of protest, the 
KNLF sealed off New Caledonia's 
nickel rbine in October, 1984, 
which resulted in the killing of 
more than 16Kanaksandover100 
are still in detention. 
"The oppressors lie when they 
say they are against apartheid, 
New Caledonia is 'apartheid in the 
Pacific'," said Ounei. 
Li]<e in South Africa, the KNLF 
member, saip that the Kanak peo· 
ple are called bandits and ter· 
rorists. She alleges that the 7 ,000 
French troops stationed in the ter· 
ritory, have been engaged in 
sporadic msesacres. 
The Kanak leader Jean-Marie 
Tjibaou, has demanded that in-
dependence shall be granted not to 
settlers (French), but to the in· 
digenous people, Also, during his 
recent visit to France, 'ijibaou de-
manded the withdrawal of the 
security forces in the area. 
According to Ounei, France also 
has turned the South Pacific into a 
I 
guinea pigs," said Ounei. 
According to Katherine Col-
unna, deputy press secretary at 
the French embBBBy, in Sept. 29, 
the French CongreBB will vote on a 
bill that among t_he important 
She pointed out that her govem-
menj is not prepared to abandon 
testing ground of its nuclear 
weapons . ''We will not allow 
France to tum our region into a 
nuclear battlefield or treat us as 
''The oppressors lie when they say they 
are against apartheUl, New Caledonia is 
'apartheUl in the Pacific.' '' 
- . 
~terns will grant New Caledonia a 
self-independence status. 
''UQder this b_ill, all citizens of 
New Caledon.ja will have a right to 
form their own local assembly and 
reiionai councils," sa.Jd· Ms. , Col-
unna. 
its citizens (French settlers) in 
Caledonia. She likened the stand 
the government is taking to that of 
former Rhodesia of which the Brit-
ish government called upon the 
concerned parties to ''share the 
political platform." 
.. 
The Consorti"umfor Graduare Stud)• in MClllllgemenr announces 
FULL-TUITION 
GRADUATE 
FELLOWSHIPS 
IN BUSINESS .· 
ADMINISTRATION 
for minority college graduates 
• 
Amount of the Award: Full-tuicion fOI" two ycan of full-time siud)· plus a 
SS,000 stipend . The value of the total award .,.·ill 
hcupcoS23.000. 
Purpose: The fellowship program is designed 10 provide an opponun11y for 
rninori1ies to study in lhc MBA programs of the :;e,·cn univcrsitic$ tha1 
are members of the Consortium. 
. 
Who May Apply: Any U.S . citizen " ·ho is a Sl1ek. HiSpanic, °'Native 
American and who holds a bKhclorl; degree in 1ny major 
from 111 acrm:lit~ college or uni,·cnity. 
fuu Are Invited: 
Please be our gucsl at an 
informational rctcption hosted by 
1hc Admissions Officers of 
the Consortium and lhc member 
univeoilic• . 
When: 
Saturday, September is. 1985 
Following 1hc MBA FORUM 
4-6 pm 
Where: 
Shmlon Crystal Ciry 
1800 Jefferson O.vi.s Hip.way 
Arlinpon, VirJinilo 22202 
• 
Member Universities: 
Indiana Un1vcr..i1y 
Univcn.ity of Michi!lan 
Univcl'l'iity of North Carolina 
Univcr..ily of ROC"hc ,tcr 
Univcr..ity of Sou1hcm Culifom1a 
W.i..~hoingtoo University in SI . Lou1~ 
University of Wiscon~in 
Universi1y of Tc~as 
New York Univmity 
For More Information 
PletJM C~I: (314) 889·6.lS.l or 
• 1314) 889-6.\15 
' 
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The Uiberal Arts Student Council 
presents ' 
• e I - ISS 
age ant ra 
. 
to be held in 
Cramton Auditorium 
· on 
Mo day, September 23, 1985 
at 
• 
7:00 p.m. 
I 
• Admission Free 
' 
ood Luck and Best Wishes 
to our Contestants: 
Lisa Bum tt 
• Ingrid Yo anda LeCqunt~ Francais 
Mary J. eorges . 
Carla Gil~s 
Besse Sw nt 
Latrese B Todd . 
Seating will begin at 6:30 p.m. 
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Radio -Suit Christianity Discussed 
' . ·-
• oonUaued. from pace 3 1 F ·· WU a warning that the station's , n Upc_ oming omm EEO performance would be . 
"carefully scrutinized.." · continu~ from ~e 1 J88U8 Chriat, z p:Jl'F!d by Martin 
WYEN employment reports and his a880Ciation are committed '-'Jther King Jr. and Deomond 
show that the station did hire one to preparing poor people with Tutu, Black.a will achieve IOCial 
Black employee following the skills and understanding what and economic progreoo.• 
warning by the Commisaion. But, they need in order to be self- Bryant Moore, vice president of 
Honing argued, ''Because of its determining. 
seriousness a short term renewal At press time there was no HUSA echoed Scott's •ntimenta 
' ' h H saying the "Bible is a revolution-
alwayB stimulates improvement , ,. ,, : , ~ l-.l.,. irifn1"YUatiol) on t e e- ary book, if we 
88 
BlacJu embrace 
by · an errant licensee.'' brew Israelite spokesman. 
A second review of the station's TI1e notion that .Cl ,•·istianity is·a th41' totality of the scriptures, total 
EEO performance in 1982 was white man's religion is simnly not emancipation of Black people will 
"' be inevitable. 
conducted by the comrriission in true, according to Scott. While he 
1982. The commisaion found that acknowledged that the name of Both Moore and Swtt oncour-
out of25 full-time positions filled Christianity has been_ used to op- ageperoonswithoppooingviewato 
over a two year period, only two press Black people, SCott said this come, listen and express their op-. 
were filled by minorities. In light is a misuse of Christianity for per- inions during the question and an-
of the stations continued failure to sonal gain and interest. swer period at the end of the pro-
recruit more minority applicants, HUSA believes, said Scott, ''that gram. Moore added, "We want to. 
the commission required that if Black people study the essence of let students compare" and make a 
WYEN present to it a detailed ChristiRnity. t.hf' rP.Rl urincipals of 1 decision for themselves. 
plan to improve its minority em-
ployment record. I' 
The NBMC intervened when 
the station applied for a full seven 
year license renewal in 1982. The 
full seven year term was granted 
by the FCC. The commission's re-
pt>rt ofllie station's EEO·perform-
ance said, ''the licensee's 1983 an-
nual employment repprt shows 
that the station's full-time em-
ployees include three minorities, 
all of whom are Black." 
The commission did, however, 
vow to carefully review its 1986 
annual employment reports. J'In 
· the event we find the licensee is 
not complying with out EEO rule, 
we intend to take appropriate ac-
tion." 
Honing said that in issuing the 
station a full seven year renewal 
the CQmmission relied heavily on 
its 1982-1983 performance "ignot-
ing its ten years Of EEO violations . 
This 8.ppeal results from the com-
inission's determination to renewr 
the license of station WYEN." 
Attorneys for the FCC argued, 
''to impose further sanctions on 
the station, would say 'you're 
damned if you do and damned if 
you don't comply." 
The three judges hearing the 
case in the Court of Appeals are 
expected to rule on the case in six 
to eight weeks. 
Former FCC attorney, Rudolph 
· Lutter said. ''The significance of 
the case is that the FCC is being 
clearly put on·notice. You are go-
ing to have to pull licenses when 
people break the· law:" • ''·" · · · 
Cadet Scores 
~ontinued frorn pace 2 
. . 
stated Hatley. ''The major problem 
I think is that many black students 
are weak in test taking skills an~ they 
may not be motivated to do their best 
on standardized test,'' said Hatley. 
" He also pointed out that if the ex-
tra Courses better prepare you to han-
dle other ski lls then the extra effort 
put forth will have' been worth ~it. 
Michael Lee, MS-I cadet from 
Gary, Indiana agreed. ''The tests are 
not hard; you just haye to set your 
mind to it and do it.'' As for the ex-
tra coUrses, Lee said, ''Being in col-
lege means you have plenty of time 
to do anything; most people,are lazy 
and just don't want to take the 
. . 
courses.•• 
Other cadets though arc not so op-
timistic about taking more courses. 
''The only thing that bothers me is 
that you have to buy the bOQks for 
the courses t hat they (the army) arc 
requiring you to take,'' said one 
cadet. 
Major Hatley openly admits that 
this is just a pilot program and that 
''there are bugs to be worked out and 
a few changes to be made/'' but said 
this is the best solution at this time. 
As of now, MS-Ill's and MS-IV's 
are not required to pass the test for 
commission; however, MS-I's and 
MS-I l 's who do not pass the test will 
not be commissioned. 
Stadium Field 
conti!Jued from paife I ing considered for the contract, :· 
Parker is also hoping for a decision Parker said,~''You have times to do 
10 come sometime soon. He said the certain things and if they are not done 
n1ost important ractors in the con- then they (the company) understand 
1ract negotiations are the project that things are off.'' He later went on 
' 'cost, schedule fo r completion and to say, ''We have already passed 
the company getting bonded." ' Balsam . Balsam has not been 
In an August 30 The Hilltop, it was responsive.•• 
reported that cons1ruction was being Parker said the university is now 
delayed becau&e. J;lalsai,n, the com- negotiating with the ''next bidder," 
pany that was originally awarde~ the which would be Royal Athletics lnC 
con~ract, could not come up w.11~ a and All-Pro Athletic Surfaces Inc. · 
perlormance bond. The bond 1s in-
surance that if the work is not done 
to specifications, the university would 
be reimbursed ror the wor~ not done 
' ... . . . 
corri:c9Yi·· .•. 1 • , • 1 ~~en asked .if :B~Isam was still be-
' 
, 
Parker met Wednesday with a 
represenative from' Royal to discuss 
negotiations, but details of the 
f!lctl;i~s .~~r~ ry9t ~ )'.nd,~.q , at prpss 
time. · , 
• 
* MISS HOWARD PAGEANT • 
* INTERNATIONAL DAV 
-
J* MEMORIAL SERVICE • . 
* GREEK SHOW < • , 
, 
VARIETY SHOW * 
* FASHION SHOW . 
• 
* HOWARDFEST/PEP- RALL V . 
* PARADE • , 
, 
• * PRE- HOMECOMING PARTY ~ ' 
GOSPEL CONCERT ' * I , , 
* RHAPSODY IN BLUE AFFAIR 
• 
' 
* HOMECOMING HAPPY HOUR • 
' 
* HOMECOMING CONCERT 
• 
ECOMING I 0 0 TOO BAD IT ONLY HAPPENS ONCE -
• 
, 
• 
• 
' 
• A Y~AR REMEMBER, THE COUNTDOWN CONTINUES 
.. 
• 
• 
' 
' 
• 
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In erson 
An 
Garry G. bny 
Hilltop Staff Re rt.er 
Lorlgtvity in tht en rtainfflent in-
. I dustry is, at btst, one Of today' sfleet-
ing a_chievements. One Of the more 
prevailing adages i~ the business 
states that ''you're ~ly as good as 
your last movie (rec rd, 1V shoM,1, 
tic.. . .. · ). " Yet, wht a £'are.er wans 
mc<e than 20 .I"""' a~d you happen 
to ~ the leader of one of the worlds 
most respected gro 1ps. old show 
busin,ss sayings hav little signifi-
. . 
canct .. 
Drufn!11er, singer, producer and 
arranger Maurice Wh te is among the 
league of perform rs who ha\1e 
achiev.ed, survived nil above all. 
grown inro stabiliry. s the spiritual 
and creative force 'Pehind Earth , 
Wind and Fire, While lias been in-
srrun:iental in the de~~lopm~nr of nor 
only crossover R & Bi music,' but the 
mains·treaming o.fl Afrocrntric 
rhythms into Americdn ·music. , 
From his first p ,lpfessional }Ob 
( drumm_inx.for the Ra1sey LewiS Trio 
in -1967), to EWF's fst number o,1e 
single (' 'Shining Star' in 1975) to his 
first solo album ( ''Maurice White ''). 
Whitt' s carter has stfit"~hed through 
se'?eral musical perf"ods in which 
most artists only m derqtely su£'· 
ceeded. Since EWF s fifsr album. 
their· LP' s have sold n excess of 25 
million copies and ga nered six dou-
ble p/dtinum as well fi\'e platinum 
awards. l 
' 
ntertainnient 
' 
bite seeks to. re 
making records every year, I was 
tired . You dig? And it came to a point 
· wh~re it was time for me to do some-
thirig else in order to rekindle my 
'fires . And that's what I set out to do. 
And now , my energy's back. 
Q: Was there any. pressure on you 
from _ Columbia Records or anyone 
else you know of to go solo? After all, 
Lionel Ritchie went solo and Morris 
Day has gone solo. 
A: Well, that had happened earlier . 
Actually . when Liqnel Went solo and 
made it right away, it of course was 
the next thing for me to do it . Lionel 
and I were paralleled in two groups . 
Him in the Commodores and me in 
Earth. Wind and Fire. We both were 
lead singers,' yoJ know? So what's 
happening is ye~. there was some 
pressure, but it Wasn't immediate . I 
didn ' t let it affect me until it was time 
for me to come out with an album. In 
other words , there might have been 
some pressures, but I didn't adhere to 
it . 
Q: Are there ·any plans to · tour with 
. . ' this album? - ~ 
A: No, I wjll not be touring with this 
album. I will be doing TV appear-
ances . i just finished' doing - ' 'Solid 
Gold" last week. And that will air in 
two weeks. I don't plan to tour until 
I've done two records . After I've 
done; two albums then I ' II be out there 
to do some touring by myself; to get 
my own experience from that . 
' . 
• 
• 
-
I 
• • 
-
' 
• 
' 
·ndle fire • 
\ 
allowed to do that . If you're going to 
tell u.s what key you want the song s_ung 
in, how you want me to sing it or how 
you want me to produce it , you might as 
well do it yourself. 
Q: Did EWF intentionally become a 
crossover group or was that un-
planned? 
A: No. That was unplanned . We di-
dn ' t ,intentionally do anything-we 
just went in and made good records . 
And what I think happeQned was that 
the quality of the 1nusic was so good 
that we eventually started to.appeal to 
outside ears. You see , wflen some-
thing is true and it's a true manifesta-
tion of it's own. then it creates its own 
energy. And it expands. W~ started 
expanding throughout the world. Not 
only here in America, but in 
Europe- you should see the Europe-
an press! I mea from the standpoint 
of the Europea s who don ' t un-
derstand anything about the Amer-
ican experiences of Black man sing-
ing a song . 
Q: They were toug on you? 
A: Oh yeah. they re tough on us 
loo . I mean . even o our shows. We 
woul.'!!do the show • and they would 
be real ly turned o to the shows be-
cause they would ee things that- they 
had · never seen ljefore in their life, 
you know? But { the same time they 
would want to try to critic ize. The 
people are go · g crazy. and a c·at is 
sitting off · a comer with a pad 
criticizing e music. It 's weird . The 
people themseJVes are getting off. 
l 've '~lways found thal . very strange . 
where we 're coming from, so we 
started to expand all across the world. 
Q: Will your music, depending on 
what you've said, in future , reflect 
the situation in South Africa in tcmis 
of anti-apartheid and the two million 
people who are there?' 
A: That's a very interesting ques-
tion . I find that the best thing I can do 
is try to give some consciousness 
through music in a sense of lifitng the 
spirit. I will not bring out any one 
inci9ent or two incidents and tty to 
put lig~t on that . My whole thing is to 
put co nsciou sness into people 
through the music . I have a selection 
on my solo record called ''Children of . 
Afrika .. an(j it relates to lifetime con· 
sciousness in that part of the world. 
Q: A year ago there was a bir.explo-
sion about Black artists performing in 
South Africa. Have you ever been 
so approached? 
A: Oh. yeah. !have been approached 
to perform there . 
Q: And you declined? 
A: Sure, based on their apartheid 
policies. There have been many of us 
who have been aproached to perform 
there . And I didn't want to do ihat. 
We were afford'ed an enormous 
amount of money which I could have 
used at the time. But that 's just not 
worth it . 
In d~ musical caree that includes 
many firsts, the a pearance of 
Whitt ' s solo ejfo,rt represents not On-
ly a change of directif,n for himself. 
butperhapsarenewal if Earth, Wind 
and Fire's strategem r reaching to-
day's mcJre musically egmented au-
dience . ..t 
In the i~terview to follo\v , White 
taiJcs aboul his future the future of 
EWF with great hope and enormous 
tMrgy.' I caught up ·, ith White (see 
related story) at WH R during his 
swing through D .C. o /Jromote his 
album. 
Q: You did say we can look forward 
to something from EWF in late '86? 
A: We're gonna try to roll in the lat-
ter part of '86. Before that, every-
body's schedules were just too 
wierded out , you know? 
Q: Was there ever talk of EWF dry-
ing Out because everyone was so in-
volved in the process that there were 
no outside influences? Maybe getting 
another producer other than Maurice 
'White? 
,· I - Q: After the " I Am" album. you 
"4 . were quoted as sa:ying in Rolling 
Stone magazine that your music may 
no longer be just symbolic to the 
Q: Are you planning on branching 
out in tenns o{ production, such as 
your work on the Barbra Streisand 
album and .on Jennifer Holliday's? 
A: Yes . I would like to branch out, 
but what I would really like to do is 
bring in a lot of young producers and 
stan them .out , in a sense of teaching 
them . That way we can do more 
projects-I can't do all the projects 
my~elf-so I 'd f.tther just bring i~ 
cats and stan to umbrella this thing . 
Teach songwriters, teach producers, 
you know, help them get started. 
Ktn .... lh Dkkmon1s,.,..ia1 kl n.. Hilllop Black culture in the United States. but 
Q. I guess what eve one wants to 
know and what you 're probably lired 
of answering the mos is what we ' ll 
start out with . Does th appearance of 
your first solo effort :yid the appear-
ance of Phillip Bailfy's two solo 
efforts somehow represent or at least 
sign a death knell for Eiarth. Wind and 
Fire as a group, or w ill you do any-
thing ln"the future? 
A: Yes . What happeried relative to 
the nlusic is we always had a group 
meeting itself creatively in the studio. 
And I think that worked out good until 
probably the last project ["Eleclric 
Universe'']. When I listen back my-
self I hear some places I missed . And 
it was somethng that I think I just 
dried out for a while personally . You 
know. I think I had like ten big rec· 
ords. What else could I ask for? 
There comes a time when you have 
to reassess what you 're doing and 
take that time to rekindle my fires . It' s 
very important to do that ." 
A: When we first go "toge[her as a 
group we always ha intentions of 
doing solo things . '}'e first of all 
wanted to achieve sp.rnething col-
lectively as a group, a~ thal we have Q: . The critics ate up the last album .. 
done . So there come a time to do ·Some people say that you should havet 
soinething. solowise. is gives uspfi , ·used horns. Others say that what you 
opportunity to grow s9parately, sepa"- ,did was interesting and it chariged the 
rate experiences, ind1yidual exper1- ~ E·WF sound . How,.do you -react to 
ences, this , that and the other. A.$ a ~ ~riticism of that nature? · 
. I . . - . 
group, we hav~ 1nte \io ns of doing A : Wi:;ll, as lpng as we·were a baod of 
something coming. out .probably the people and Primaril"y pe6ple of Our 
sometime in '86,. As oon as we get kirid ; theie was riq criticis·m . Mainly 
our schedules all do n'. But. yeah, because we served .a purpc;>se: ",.The 
''As soon as we crossed over Into a bigger group we started 
flndlng people who've graduated from Harvard and Princeton and 
all of this who don't have anything to do with your situation and 
trying to criticize your work.'' 
Princeton and all of this who don't 
have anything to do with your situa-
ti~n and trying to criticize your mu-
. 
sic . You understand? you know wl1at 
I'm saying? People who don 't un-
derstand the experiences of Black 
people or the experiences of everyday 
life of a Black person, don ' t kno"'· 
emotionally what you're goi ng for in 
. trying to establjsh communication 
with people around the world . If there 
were situation.s that did not evolve 
around a human experience , they we-
ren't able to deal with the music . 
I mean, they even .criticized the 
lyrics . They even criticized the spell-
ing of words and when I talked acer-
tain w"ay. A1td it was like , for in-
stance, he's going to criticize songs 
Solo 
and don 11 know ah E-tlat chord if yoU 
played it Jor bim. _ .. _ . 
Q: It even got to the point where I 
think Stereo Review or one of the 
publications that deal s with phono-
graphs staffed criticizing even the 
production values . Under recording it 
would say· · ·c + . " 
A: I looked around. and ·the kind of 
music thal I'm playing and that )'01 
trying to give from an emotional place 
and trying ro connect with those ~op le. 
all ·of a sudden we were viewed as a 
baseball !earn with ratings. And ¥ou 
know I can't get into that . That's not the 
: intent of the music. That's not the intent 
of the objectivity at all . What we are 
here to do is serve the people through: 
music. And we can't serve if We aren't 
effort still 
like group ' · we have intentions ·?f doing more music served the; : commu~ity and · · d. things together . It ' just that we served the ~carts of~ peop.le". So for soun s needed this time- I_ can especially that ieason everything Wis ·cool. As . 
speak for myself. I ne ded it in order · ~~n as we crossed o".er into a big$ef • 
~o rekindle my fire . B cause 3:~~er do- , gr:oup We s~arted fi nding peopl~ .1 Bernie Price .. 
tog 9 and a half yed of.tounng· and who 've graduated from.. Harvard and . Hilltop Staff Reporter .. 
' I I · · · 
esf· albun1 which · gives the listener 
- ffiore of the ,same music::al sound 
which made Earth. Wind and Fire 
famous . 
• 
PSECRET 
NVIT&S YOU TO 
JOIN, US EVERY 
SUNDAY· & MONDAY 
J . ·. 
NITE 
• 
FROM 
7:00 p.m. tjl 3:00 1.m. 
~;lr:PE 
' 1801 R Sl\ifET. N.W. 
WASHINqTON. D.C. 
797--r32-2444 
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DONT FORGET OUft ''LADIES,NITE'' EVERY MONDAY FEATURING MALE ANO 
FEMALE EXOTIC O!.NCERS. 
• 
'WITH D.J."s 
'. SAM (THE MAN) BURNS 
AND GARY 
·Al1JME COM~B YOU AIE lo . follow tht 
Till'HcREr 
Trell of iuac111 .. . 
, Ca.,.lm I lltl of Al -.,d the Top·81cret er_, 
far .... 1111 .-.cl1 Ot111r Ot c 11le>r• ContMI the Top 81cret Number 
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SUNDAY 112.00 7 11 I 
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Without the elements of the un-
iverse, Earth, Wind and Fire, the 
. head elemental Maurice -White h~s 
co.mpleted hi.s first sOIQ,- album . : 
."Mauri cc; .White . '' _,, 
The master· of the pp~e.rs Of natµre 
~ h,as utilized all his strength i.rl his lat~ , 
''Switch On Your'.Radio'' iS the 
first song. on the album and· is un-
mistakably a product of Maurice 
White . In much the·tsame basic in-
strumental style.as an EWF Song, thi s 
. . . 
· :·, " ~ontinu~ on P81e 8. · .. ... .. 
• 
' 
• • 
• 
• 
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• 
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• Interested In a spring Internship with the Walt 
Disney World College Program? Jf so. plan to attend 
an Information session presented by Wait l>isney · 
World recruiters September 23, at 6:30 p.m. Eligible 
candidates will be scheduled for an ·interview the 
following day. For further Information. contact the 
· Director of Placement and Cooperative Education, 
SBPA 636-5173 or the Director of Hotel/ Motel 
Program. SBPA 636-5174. 
• 
• 
AN EQUAL Of"f"QATUNITY EMPLOYER 
• 
I 
• 
. . 
,., 
I 
you may have a worldwide 
reswnsibi lity in tenns of your music . 
A: . I feel that after you expand your 
music toa certain poirit. you do have a 
' 
worldwide responsibi lity. but that 
responsibility is a responsibility of 
keeping up and doing good music and 
continuFng to do good things . Now. I 
don't think that should be criticized 
on a world level . One reason I men-
tion things like thi s is. I found that 
Q: Well, it was nice talkiilg to you-
' when we started to expand to places 
like Japan--physically and spiritual-
ly, they were .in a good place of 
accepting wha! we were doi ng. We 
also started to expa11d into places like 
South America and Brazil . I mean. 
there are a lot of Brazilian brothers of 
African descent, and they relate to 
it was very tough getting a hold of 
anyone who_cwld make the decision 
about whether we could interview 
Maurice White· or not. 
A: Well, you did the right thing. you 
just came on down here . 
Q: Yeah, we find the Bogart system 
works best. 
A: I can dig it . 
Q: We appreciate it though. 
A: Thank you very muc~ . 
• Of interviews 
and record weasels 
It was about one o'clock in the ai'temoon oo Sioplenfir 5111 •• J 
received the telephone call. On the line was Cluissy Mum)', dioc nP•• 
representative from CBS Records to Howard Univasity. She kt• 
what is perhaps the ohe question I've wanted to belr&i-1 tea 'lllillle 
for the entertainment page tbree years ago. 'Would)'OU lib.,' t •lsw 
Maurice White,' she asked. My reply: 'Hell, yes Iw.,.,.lllt.,llfat'' 
-~~s;:;;:;=.~t~~~:d::=':i:a:t::: j. 
' numerous, but laughable. · 
. _ Fint, I talked to CBS in New Y orlt to gel a Ide UI ..... t. 
album. They infoi111ed me tbat they didn't blow.,._, 
hope, I called CBS in Los Angeles. They diol11't •• a tlilllr, 
should call New York. !guess ""°'dco•..,mi:1 da9"tDeplp 
m11Mane information. . 
Next, I called White's managemcmaaency, AIM 
for some biographical infurmation. oo' dl1ir cli1 !, l 
named Bill. Bill who? Oh, I don't know, Bill IOlll 
barked that he didn't have any infoo11 •i<>a and tMt I 
but call him taler in case be found somethm,. Haviaa · · 
wes..-y ofCBS's antics, lelecteclnottoeall U-.... 
cub repo_rter, I waited around and called Bill ballt. l 
tile exact second that be said be dihl'I II I ,,, 
maw! Garry ftom Howard Uaivetaily anddl490t 
about his client Maurice White. 
· Thursday, September 12thanived, the daJ.W 
press tour. I still wasn'tsure wbedletntHlllillt 
I wu told by White's 'p: ople' tlllltbeywa · r't 
pma. 'People' is a term refenina to !Im 
· folks, A bettertenn than 'people' iJ pcmopi' WIU 11t, 
business weasels. 
. So, determined to meet the man I've wan ta~ to 
tiah£iened my drawer, cnm'od my hair ..i 
owood the joint. Even ....,.,. I bad ijd: 
propam diieolor) eodior, • - We+ al 
napCionist Rl'•anne B2 •&'1hal DI I '1 dt 
in Ibo sludio clurin& ... izallll'view willl 
overtoWbiee'1limau i•mclapWretDbla 
Ola, fckwl•tJmw, Paeddic son bod). 
di~• wu 1i : I could ir•eaview Wlaite 
oount OS> it. PllYiJJI by their rulea, l ti411'· ...... 
After bis WJnJR. iatelVicw' Wllllt la lk • 
1'1111'1 when I m de my - · I 11d, 'lllr. 
D •IJ',910 It= • 1f01twb1'111,,.., 
W \.ioorr A1111r 1211r days., .. .._.. 
reopcrae wu .., ... ..., •s-, Ia't,..'llltf 
e;:•::a.P'.I oftlct by Ille IPR lflllcl!i!ll 
.... . 1 .... -
tftz•• 
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More df the same 
.continued from page 7 
• < 
fast -paced nun1ber egins \Vith a 
space organ sound w ich -lads into 
drUms ' and synthesize · hom~ \vhich 
carry the ham1on.y a l on~ with the syn-
thesizer throughout the song. The 
guitar gives a little stiolv halfw~y i11tlJ 
the song with a roc:k- i~h solo. but is 
soon relegated to pluc ·s beneath the · 
fake horns . : · 1 
As the saxciphon~ watls : dru111s 
move in behind the bai kg.round vcx:-
al s of · 'Jan1boree ··. 1jhe synthesize r 
sets a medium-pace ~s White sings 
·aboul squelching be1ind 1he b;1ck-
ground" si n~ers . 
With all the flair of ny EWF-" song. 
·'·Stand By ,Me··, lhe lfirsl single 01·1· 
the album . is.quickly movin'g up both 
• the Black and top 40 c arts n1aking it 
one of the few sipgle (~lin1bing both 
the charts at the sa111e ti111e . A guitar 
begins this up·beat s_o g. bul is very 
quickly n1et by White 'f c.choed V<lice . 
Drun1s shoot in spee~ lng up 1he tcr11-
• po.as While works 1he lyri('S and adds 
his own yea~ and ~hS : fn 1.he n1iddle ot· 
the song, his voice 1}g1ven ah AM . 
radio sound which is Irick used on 
son1e of EWF's las: albun1s . ·rhe 
' monotone non bass wtce gives way to 
' 
< 
• 
• 
.. 
., 
• 
\Vhite singing slower and higher than 
1he 111elody and to hin1 holding words 
longer working the note for all that ii 
is worth . 
One of· iwo slow songs on the 
albu111 . · · 1 Need You·' is a nice ballad 
with prelly good falsetto singing. The 
song builds well to !he chorus with the 
background voca ls coming in along 
\vith 1he dru111 and saxophone. The 
build ing to each chorus gives the song 
a st:1i rstep et"fecl as lhe instru1nenta-
1ion :.111d voc:1 ls ri se for the cl imax of 
the song. Al lhe climax, White holds 
a nofe wl1ile the saxophone gives sup-
port to the harmony and b,ac~ground 
vocals until !he n1usic is .t.aded away . 
·· Believe In Magic·· begins with 
only a synthes.ized flule which is 
swif1ly kicked out of the sOng by a 
lightning-paced drum supported by 
. sy111hesizers . This song sounds alol 
like ··Switch On Your Radio·· with 
the sa111e tyipe of instll,!nlentat ion and 
vocaliza1ion . Tli.e S'ong does in· 
corporate Zulu chants and an ~choed 
guitar to give son1e individuality to 
lhe nun1ber. 
Real lioms blow quickly through 
the beginning of the fast-pace4 song 
'' lnvital ion'' behind vocoded voice . 
• 
' 
' 
As ,a". Na /Y O!ficer and Pilot, you 
get leadership and management 
responsibility fast, plus all the 
flight tra 1ning, navigation f 'nd 
aerodyn mic know-how you need 
to make t-hat responsibility pay off. 
Great · ay. Bonuses and . 
benefits. You 'must be a U.S . 
. citizen, 47 and younger to· apply. 
· Call 800-492-0707 MD or 
. . I . 
.. $00-638 0730 VA, DC, DE, WVA g, 
.Ii' a.m.-2 p m. M-F for more 
lnforma ion · 
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Hilltop Sta« Reporter 
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' . Over"30 years ·'U.go ''James Brown· 
Li~e At Tlie Apollo' \wa~ recorded by 
'.'The Godfather Of Soul." Now 
'comes ··paryl Hall .and John .'Qates 
Live At; The _Apollo'. ,Yith.·S,eecia.l 
Guests . ~ oav1d Ruffin .and Eddie 
Kendrick'' as the historic , theilter's 
follow·up live. concert record~ · .. , 
This live concert record is a speciaJ 
one in that it combiiles two of contem-
porary pop music 's finest de-
scendents of the great soul tradition · 
with the two lead vocalists from one 
of that tradition's best loved groups . 
This new ''Live At The Apollo' ' LP 
commemorates the May 23 cloSing 
perfonnance of the '"Apollo Week"' 
cel~bration. Hall and Oates were · 
chosen by the Apollo 's new owner-
ship .to be the first act to headline the 
newly refurbished theater because of 
their unique ability to blend both 
Black and White musical influences. 
Not only did they play plenty of their 
own pop/soul hits at the show, but 
, 
. . 
-·-~ - --~ 
they also featured Ruffin and Ken-
drick in a traditional soul vocal quar-.._ 
tet medley of the Temptation's great-
est bits. ·· 
. Tiie iifbum,' '"Daryl Hall and John 
Oates Live At The Apollo With David 
Ruffin and Eddie Kendrick'' not only 
represents extreme musical talCnt but 
excellent vocal and musical arrange-
ment. Both "Get Ready" and "My 
Girl" are led by &!die Kendrick, who 
incorporated the style of the Tempta-
tions as well as his own in these two 
singles. ''Get Ready'' is a good up-
tempo song which possesses an ex-
cellent tenure ~ax solo, however, the 
music overshadows the lyrics . ''My 
Girl'', a contemporary rendition, is a 
medium tempo song which has 
marvelous _vocal harmony· as well as a 
breathtaking ending . which is' com-
prised of soothing "vocals and a heart 
wanning instrumental . ''Ain't ·Too 
Proud To Beg'', led by David ·Ruffin, 
expressed the sentiment of two lovers 
who can't live with each other or 
without each other. "The Way You 
Do The.Things You f?o'' has one of 
• 
s ·te 
The guitar plays feverishly Until it 
solos in the middle of the song. After 
the solo, the music stops. silence, un-
til the vocoded Darth Vader voice 
starts singing. The drum moves in and 
the rest of the instr,uments follow to 
finisli the song. • • 
"'The Sleeping Flanie '' is the 
second slow number on the album . 
White sings the echoed melody and 
the harmony supported by a piano and 
' an organ . T})e nun1ber has an out-
erspace sound with something which 
sounds .Jike a. huge slow moving 
Death Star moaning in the back-
ground . This is a good slow number 
and should have been longer than two 
minutes. 
• 
Following the tradition of songs 
with inspirational and meaningful 
lyrics set by EWF . ·'Children Of 
Afrika ·· gives praise and honor to the 
mother land. A lone kalimba played 
at a wicked pace starts the song. but is 
soOn met by drums, .guitar. basS and 
sythesizers. The chorus .is good and 
there is a nice instrumental break with 
the synthesized horns slashing irlto 
the middle of lhC'nµmber . Toward the 
end of the song, White sings in an 
improvisatiof!al manner as the back-
'1· 
• 
• 
ground singers carry the melQCly . 
White moves in and out of the words 
with oohs and ahhs sometimes hold-
ing, stopping and starting notes while 
the background vocals hold the 
melody. 
Maurice White· s first solo album 
sounds like an Earth , Wind and Fire 
album. This is un'fortunate because 
other artists . who have made solo 
albums have managed to move away 
from the sound of their particular 
groups . Even Ph"illip Bailey made a 
break from the traditional EWF mu~ 
sic . Some songs sound too much like 
some old EWF tunes and the in-
stru,mentatio(\ is the same with many 
of the old lrifks used by the forces of 
the universe such aS the AM radio 
voice, the small instrumental in-
terludes between songs and horn 
arrangements being implemented on 
this· solo album. This could in part be 
due to the fact that White is the leader 
of Earth, Wind and Fire but this is 
supposed to be a solo album. 
HoweVer, the aJbum is alright even 
if ~t sounds like anothef EWF project . 
. . . 
The songs have pretty good lyrics and 
the singing is both gOod and entertain· 
1ng . 
• 
' 
- -
.. 
the best vocaJ chonis ha.rinonies of 
any contemporary son,g I have ever 
hcarQ. The vocal arrangement of this 
tune is of equal praise. ''When Some· . 
thing Is Wrong With, My Baby" and 
'.'Every Time You Go Away '' have 
obtained that classic Hall and Oates-
.sty!~. • 
The latter is a slow tempo cut 
which 'was on their ''Voices'' LP. , 
Th1s ·song has a calm but inspiring 
introduc.tion which parades into a 
vivacioUS chorus and a melodramatic 
ending. The vocaJ style of Daryl Hall 
only adds to the fervent tune. The 
former represents a touch of the blues 
which carries with it a moving lead . 
guitar solo. It tells the· story of prob· 
terns couples face which inhibit them 
from growing . '' I Can't Go For 
That' ' and ''One On One·· were both 
on the Hall/Oates LP. The fonner 
serves as a model for the ·· non-
compromising'' attitude most men 
have these days . ''One On One'.' re-
flects the dynamic background vocals 
of John Oate~ which are, in this case~ 
supreme. ''Possession Obsession·· 
ktt di ~pDCial IO lbr HiJllOp 
Maurice Wbitr.'• ftnt 9010 alb~ 
• 
·1· .J<• "'i' ... 
' 
-
• 
Navy ·otticer.s Get Responsibility Fast. 
• I 
, 
• 
and '' Adult Education'' only add to 
the very;atility of the album. ••Adult 
Education'' seeks to divide scholarly 
education from the uncultured pearls 
of wisdom of being a grown, mature 
adult . '',Possession Obsession'' is an 
indication that the more one posses-i r
1
-
ses, the more one becomes obsessed 
with what he has yet to gain. 
Over all, this album represent< Hall 
and Oates' unique ability to blend 
their black and white influences. TilC 
musical and vocal arrangement of this 
album is of the. utmost quality . No 
one has ever been able to put together 
pop/rock ' s mosf successful duo with 
soul 's most enduring vocalist with 
such success as Daryl HaJl and John 
Oates have done . David Ruffin and 
Eddie Kendrick are in rare form in 
this LP. These two men have the abil-
ity, vocally, to throw a crowd into 
sheer frenzy or expel them to utter 
tranquility . As for Hall and Oates, 
their talents are endless and have in-
scribed in the cornerstone of the mu-
sic industry the meaning of success. 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
; 
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Students anage Howard · Inn Restaurant 
Henry Duval • 
Hilltop Staff ReJ,orter 
This past summer a middle-
·aged Europea,ri couJ>le visiting 
Washington decided to dine at one 
of the few Black·oM/!'1 hotels in 
the nation, the Howa~ University . 
Inn. · . 
To their astonis?~ent, they 
found that one of the inn's 
restaurants-T :h~ Coffee 
Connection-was beJpg operated 
and managed Solely by students. 
They started to leave, said Max-
ine D. Donaldson, thEi "staurant'a 
atudent manager on duty at the 
time. But after she explained to 
them that the restaurant was 
usually closed for dinner but re-
mained open to traih Howard 
hotel management students;''they 
were impressed." 
Eight Howard students were 
running the restauraiit four 
nights a week this summer as part 
of the university's hotel/mOtel man-
agement program that expects to 
graduate its first class n·ext year. 
What's-. significan~ 1is that . these 
students were gaining ''a unique 
and comprehensive'' firsthand ex-
perience in managing an . Opera-
tion that caters to a commercial, 
clientele, including VIPs, a~ a full-
service hotfjl, said Eddie L. Isom, 
the hotel's l'ood and beverage di· 
rector. 
Patrons really could not tell if 
the restaurant was being ''manned · 
entirely by students'' unless they 
noticed their namei:ftates, which 
indicated that they were student 
interns, he said. 
In 1982, Howard bec81De one of a 
number of colleges and univer-
sities nationwide offering hotel 
management programs. However, 
only a few echools have their own 
hotels. 
The number of Blacks who have 
risen to decision·ffiaking positions 
in the hospitality industry ••re· 
mains few and far between'', 
according to an article on Blacks 
in the industry published by· 
''Black Enterprise'' magazine last 
year. . 
Citing 1980 U.S. Census data , 
Ill I GmRc: . l TALK MBA • • 
•• wilh over 75 schools . 
--
·-· In one place. In one day. 
Here's a re l'.·arding opportuh11~' lo n1ee1 1111h rl'11resen1a111·es fron1 inan)' of 1h,• 
coun1ry 's leading gra·~ullll' n1ana~en1en1schools1o <l1scuss a{in11ss1ons. r.urr1culu111. 
financial aid. car~r d~1•elop111ent. anil p!ace111en! . 
• Daily regist ral ion for the 11.18!\ f>'oru111s 11n1t \\111rksh1>ps 1s SS ll<l )' Hllll' at th<' 1l()l'.>f 
1985 MBA i-·orums - Washington DC 
Sheraton Cryatal City • 1800 Jeff Davis Hwy 
Frida)'. September 27 I 12:00 - 7:00 Sat .. Septen1ber 28 10:00 - -1 :00 
• 
One-Hour Workshops 
THE fl.tBA AND ' ' {)U 
Frn!.11 1' !MI ,1ot! ~· t.l 
S,1!ur1!.i1 11 lXl .in1l lkl 
l\.1BA C:AR.EERS UOCTl)RAL PROGRAl\.I S 
!'t 1<l.i\ I ll\I dCHi -, c~I 
:-..11111",l.11 l ! (k l .1nJ.: 1~1 
the Article reported that more 
than one in five hotel and motel 
workers are Black. ''No one has 
exact industry-wide figures for . 
Blacks in management positions, 
but those who have arrived often 
talk about the loneliness of being 
Black at the top,'' the article said. 
Dr. James E. Cheek, president 
of Howard, said; ''The hotel indus-
try is a growth industry, at)d we 
feel we must provide our students 
with the skills and knowledge that 
will enable them to obtain employ· 
ment and embark on new careers.'' 
To carry out that obj"ctive, 
Maurice C. Williams, director of 
the university's Center for Hotel/ 
Motel Management Education, a 
recently created educational sup-
port unit, said, ''we have set a high 
prioritY on placement of students, 
beginning in their freshman year, 
in meaningful work experiences. 
''This means that the center will 
take on increased responsibilities 
to prepare first- and second-year 
students ... to make them more 
acceptable to employers for con-
sideration in management train-
ing positions." Most businesses 
want upperclassmen for their 
management training programs, 
he explained. 
Williams recently launched an 
''intern school'' to help students · 
get a taste of the hospitality busi-
ness while preparing them for 
work experience. 
During a session at the J .W. 
Marriott Hotel in Washington, the 
students were informed of what it 
takes to excel in the industry by 
Jphn M. Dixon, general manager 
of Marriott's flagship hotel, and 
one of only eight black General 
Managers of major hotels in the 
nation. 
William said he contacted more 
than 150 employers in an effort to 
Sponsored li)• lhe Gr1du1le Man1gement Admis1ion douncil 
' . 
• 
1 secure internships this past sum-
mer. As a result, 37 of the pro-
gram's 49 students, who were 
mostly soptiomores and juniors, 
were placed with 12 hospitality 
firms in the W asbington area and 
. 
• 
TH COMMUNICATIONS 
·~ SiTUDENT COUN.CIL 
presents: 
With Sp cial guest Comedian 
ecoe Walker 
• 
When: Sat rday, Sept. 21 , ,7 PM 
Where: Bl 'ckburn Auditorium 
Price: Ad ission is Free 
• • 
A Recepti.on 
. I , 
Will . Follow 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
A convincing role model, John M. Db:on, center, 1eneral 
manager of the J.W. Marriott Hotel 'ln WuhlnPon. D.C., 
explain1 to Howard Univereity hotel m•n•gement llludenU 
Michele Tucker, left, Bryan Hight and JW Patrick wtiat tt 
.._, •• r : , ... 
taket to e:ii:cel in the hospitality lndmtry. Dtsoi" one"Of onl)r -
el&bt Black GMai ofnuQor hotels nationwide, addr11a11 ltu-
denU dwinl • recent Howard "'intern .cbool" PJ'Oll'UD at 
Muriolt'o llopblp hoteL 
in other cities. 
The 150-room Howard Inn, ac-
quired in 1981 from the U.S. Eco-
nomic Development Administra-
tion, provided the most opportuni-
ties, offering training to 13 stu-
dents who were- paid for their 
work . · 
The J .W. Marriott Hotel offered 
training and employment tp five 
students while others ·worked at 
establishments such as the Four 
Season~ Hotel in Washington, the 
Quality International Reserva-
tion Center in FhOenix, and the 
Raddi SQn Hotel in Chicago. 
A few seniors Worked in super-
visory positions. Michele Tucker, 
21, was a ·restaurant hostess/ 
supervisor this past summer al the 
International Airport Marriott in 
Philadelphia. She also received 
Metro Magazine's Future Leader 
Award in the hospitality industry. 
Another senior, Paul Spence, 
22, headed the health club at the 
774·room.J.W. Marriott Hotel. He 
·was hired initially as a lifeguard. 
and was elevated to the healthclub 
s~x weeks later, he said. Spence is 
also vice president of the Howard 
University Hospitality Manage· 
ment Association , a student 
group . 
The Howard hotel management 
curriculum, based in the un-
iversity's School of Business and 
Public Administration, requires 
extensive practical experience 
working in a hotel Or other hospi-
tality facility. Students are ex-
pected to complete . 1,200 man-
hours, or 30 weeks, of on·the-job 
training before earning a bache-
1 or's degree in business ad-
ministration. 
At the Howard Inn's Coffee Con-
nection, the eight student interns 
''were running this operation, 
manning all positio~from dish-
washer to manager''-Wednesday 
through Saturday nights, said 
Isom, who for 16 years held var-
ious management positions with 
the Marriott Corporation. 
They were on a two-week rota-
tion schedule, and each student 
"!'as afforded an opportunity to be 
Continued on paie 11 
• 
• 
Consultants Needed All Over 
i ' 
Cheryl Hickman 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Consultants have long been cal-
led the 'new breed" of entreprenu· 
ers. Vi~1,1.ally every professional 
career field requires some degree 
of consulting in order to be suc-
cessfully developed. Management, 
engineering, and marketing are 
some common a,reas consultants 
operate. However, they are also in-
volved in fields from archaeology 
to retailing. 
The Los Angeles Times (Jan. 20, 
1984) reported a story concerning 
a young mother who. had an ex-
tremely successful consulting 
business. She worked about six 
days each month advising 
businesses on methods of organiz-
ing and managing their records. 
Obviously, one must possess a lot 
of fl a1:,. J1.nd imagination in becom-
' ing a business· consultant. 
Due to the fact that consulting 
encompasses a wide range of care-
er fields, it is difficult to determine 
the e:x;act total· revenue generated 
by the consulting industry in the 
United States. Current estimates 
for business consulting alone are 
between $2.5 to $3 billion per year 
with a forecasted.growth rate of20 
percent annually. 
Although their practices may be 
vastly d.ifferent, most .consultants 
should perform the following serv· 
ices: ( 1) problem identification, (2) 
data collection, (3) data analysis, 
and (4) decision making. In short, 
the consultant is called upon to 
solve various problems for his 
client. 
While consulting oppbrtunities 
are existent, many people are un-
sure of how to enter the field. An 
EDUCATE TO 
LIBERATE! 
A Campus Wide Effort · 
BE AWARE! 
. 
There are many children in Public Schools near Howard's Campus who are two, 
three and sometimes four levels behind in reading and math. What will be their 
future? 
THEY NEED YOUR 
HELP! 
Jt takes just pne hour or more on a weekly basis to enrich a young and struaalhut 
student with your knawledge, talent, Jove and hope. Sign up NOW in Rlil.' 1o2 
Blackburn or Conta~ H:u .S.A. at 636-7007 so you can tutor at a ne&lby school. 
MATii 
ENGLISJ:f 
READING 
SCIENCE 
ART 
AND MORE 
ALL TUTORS AND 
·POTENTIAL TUTORS: 
. ----A Volunteer Training Seaion will be held on Thurt:ifay, Stp~btt26at 6pm SHARP 
in the Undergraduate Ubrary Lecture Room. It i9 utpd that you •ttend ttlil brief 
meeting . 
If we work together, the MECCA can 
make a difference!!! 
-
' 
instructor here at Howard Univer· 
sity, who also consults part time, 
strongly advocates obtaining an 
MBA. He recommends such 
schools as Harvard, Stanford, and 
Wharton as h,aving supreme 
graduate programs. He also noted 
that major consulting firms seek 
students with MBA's from such 
schools. If one aspires to Qecome an 
independent consultant or work 
for a small consulting firm, an ad-
vanced deg1ee is not generally a 
necessity. 
The important factor to remem· 
ber is that one should have the ex· 
perience, devotion, and dedication 
to perform the desired task of the 
client. 
Responding to the question, 
"What can a student do now to pre-
pare for a consulting career?'', 
Continued on pqe 11 
Nationwide 
Career Day 
More than 120 employers, in~ 
eluding some of the nation's larg-
est corporations, are expected ·to 
participate in one of the largest 
student career day programs to be 
held on the East Coast Oct. 2 from 
9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Blackburn 
Center ballroom. 
The 15th Annual Careen Ex-
ploration Day Program, sponaored 
by the Office of Career Pl•nnina 
and Placement, aima to expoae 
students to a wide variety of career 
optiona and how to prep.are for 
them. Samuel M. Hall, Jr., direc-
tor of the office, says the present 
dep1 eaaed economy and it.a impact 
on the job mariet rriakee it vital 
for students to participate in pro-
grams of thi8 type IO they can U-
p lore every p<rzsible opporti•nity. 
Approximately 2,000 Howud 
student. and al11mni are expected 
to attend aa -u u mx1ents from 
area colle1e1 and univenltie1. 
Career CO\IDMlon and other voca· 
tional adviaen are invited to 
attend. 
For additional inlonut!on, call 
the Cai !r PJannjq •nd Pi.. 
llleDt omce, 836-7&18 . 
' 
• 
• 
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RamsB ow Out 
' 
Howard, 46-0 
Five C.nt Ci.pr/Univ, of Rhode laland 
Bi.on defmuive back et. tough with Ram-receiver. 
to Open 
C Play 
Jim Troller · 
• Hilltop Staff 
1
.eporter 
Entering 'tomorrgw night's Mid-
Eastern Athletic Coiljference (MEAC) 
opener against Befhune-Cookman 
College (1-1) in Da ona Beach, Fl., 
Howard Footba.11 oach Willie Jef-
fries is hoping his team (0-2) will 
. . . 
score first. . -. 
''I think the fir t .game that we 
score first .i11,. '\Ye'! win,'' said Jef-
fries. ''I really beli.e e that.'' He said 
he hopes his team s ores first so 1!1a1 
his players d·on't tt'nk 1hat there is 
''so much adYersit . out thei-e ." 
The game, v.'hiq will be broad. 
casted live on WHYR 96.3 FM, is the 
Bison's third str.a~~ht road con1es1, 
and once again t ~ey will take on a -
learn which relies primarily on the 
pass. The Wildcats are led by Bernard 
Hawk, who ownsr.ost· of the MEAC 
passing records . . 
Jeffries said hi team will try and 
.. 
disguise i1 s defensive alignments to 
try and confuse Hawk. ··we were 
more effecltive last year against Ber· · 
nard Haw'k than we were against a lot 
of other people ... our secondary 
coverages \\'ere able to throw hin1 off 
quite a bit last year." 
Bethune lost i1s fi rst game of .the 
year 39.~7 on a 55-yard field goal. 
with no tin1c on the clock. Last \Yeek 
the Wild c:11s defeated Virginia S1ate 
14- 13 by scori 11g \Vith 22 seconds lef1 
in. the g;.1111c . 
Jeffries said Bcthu11e t1as been blil-
zing a lot in the early season and feels 
his team can ''throw 1hc ball and run 
our traps'' to coUnter their defe11se . 
Jeffries said he feels his team is 
well prepared for the game· a,nd i~ 
hoping that translates into a win. He 
said his team went back to'' basics'' 
this \veek. 
'' \Ve feel that if we ·ge1 back to 
blocking and tackling we're going to 
be successful." 
• 
Jim Trotter 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
• 
As Howard Defensive Line Coach 
Benjamin Blacknall entered the 
locker room following the Bison's 
football game at the University of 
Rhode Island, he said, •'RouJh day 
at the office gentlemen.'' That is the 
best way to sum up the Bison's 46-0 
loss last weekend in Kingston, R.I. in 
front of 6,628 people. 
For the second straigh~ week 
Howard Head Coach Willie Jeffries 
said his team was ''out-hustled.'' He 
said he feels that each player is not 
giving I 00 percent on every play. 
''You can see plays when one guy 
(from the opposing team) is going 
harder against our guy (than our guy 
is going against him).'' 
The Bison may have been their 
own worst enemy in the game. They 
were called for 13 penalties for 105 
yards, compared to Rhode Island's 
six for 45 yards. Howard· had four 
turnovers, not including a blocked 
punt and field goal . 
Coach Jeffries said the team just 
has to get better as a whole. ''We 
need for every player to make a total 
committment to play his very best." 
The Rams scored the first three 
times they had the ball in the first 
quarter. The first score came after a 
Bison turnover. ~ 
On the first play of the ' game, 
quarterback Leon Brown was in-
iercepted at the Rhode Islapd 49 yaid 
line . The Bison dCfense ' held the 
Rams on three downs, but on fourth 
down they were called for having too 
many men on the field, which gave 
the Rams a first down . Eight plays 
later, Rhode Island quarterback Greg 
Farland completed his first 'pass to 
tight end Tony DiMaggio for a six 
yard touchdown. The point-after-
kick made the score 7-0 with only 
4:55 gone in the first quarter. · 
On the Bison's next posession, they 
moved from their own 12-yard line to 
their 38. But the fourth down punt 
snap was low and the Rams blocked 
and recovered the ball at the Bison 
one-yard line . One play later, 
Halfback Dave Morrill scored on a 
. one yard run making the score 14-0 
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, 
-
' 
Incorporated 
Alp.ha Chapter 
presents ... 
J 
• 
• 
• 
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hiloh Family Life Center ROOFTOP 
9th & P Sts., N.W. 
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• 
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after the extra point. 
The third time the Rams had the 
ball, they. scored thanks to the legs of 
Morrill. He carried the rball seven 
con~utive times for 43 yards; the 
last carry was a two yard touchdoWn. 
That made the score 21-0 after the ex-
tra point. 
The Bison found themselves in a deep 
hole after fallina behind by 21 points 
with 2:20 left in the first quarter. 
''We have a lot of young players 
who arc impressionable."' said Jef-
fires. \ -Wh.eq we play a team even for 
the first eight minutes of a game, we 
usually play well· for the rest of the 
game.'' 
Howard kept the Rams scoreless 
for most of the second quarter thanks 
to a fumble recovery by Darryon 
Robinson and an interception by An-
dre Matthews at Howard's three-yard 
line . 
· Rhode Island did score at the end 
of the quarter on a 12 play drive that 
culminated with a 20 yard touchdown 
pass from Farland to All-America 
tight end Terry , Forster with 29 
seconds left on the clock. The point-
aftcr-kick made the score 28-0 to end 
the half. 
The Bison defense opened the third 
Quarter by forcing the RamS; to punt . 
Howard's offense then took over at 
midfield and moved the to Rams' 
· · 29-yard line. But. on fourth down Jon 
Nicolais~n's 49 yard field goal at-
tempt was blocked and the Rams 
took over on their own 29 yard line. 
Several possessions later, Morrill 
scored his third touchdown of the 
game, capping a seven play, 78 yard 
drive that made the score 34-0. 
The Rams closed out the game's 
scoring by Putting 12 points on the 
boar~. Six of the points came on·field 
goals of 33 and 40 yards by Mike 
Griffin. In between the field geals the 
Rams scored on a touchdown pass. 
The Bison passed for 140 yards, 
while rushing for 13Q yards . Brown 
(26 attempts- 9 completions- 2 in-
' terceptions)passed for J21 yards, and 
tailback Harvey Reed led the ground 
attack with 62 yards . 
The Bison will travel to Daytona 
Beach, Fl. to take on Bethune-
1 Cookman tomorrow night . 
John Con..,-i'3pecl•I to Hilltop 
Howard and Maryland playen 'battle for control 
Bo·oters Split Games 
Darren Price 
Hill1op Staff Reporter 
You win one and· you lose one is 
an adage which describes the first two 
games the Howard Booters played of 
their difficult soccer schedule. 
Howard lost to the Terrapins of 
the University of Marylana (1-2) by 
a score of 1-0, and defeated the Car-
dinals of Catholic University (0-3) by 
a scorcof3-l. 
Last Fridav the Terrapins, who 
had not defeated the Boaters since 
1978, displayed tqugh offense and 
defense . 
Both teams utilized the fast break 
and a · physical defe.nse; however, 
Maryland was able to control the play 
of the Booters by holding them to on-
ly 11 shots-on-goal. In addition, the 
Booters missed some passes and shots 
that should have been made. 
••we ~had poor execution,'' said 
Bootett!·C3.ptiftit David Sabir. ''We 
. ' Continued on pace 11 · 
Men's Tennis Team Wins 
Opener From American 
Joseph R. Ancrum 
Hilltop Staff Reporter · 
Conditioning, concentration and 
dedication were the key ingredients of 
Howard's tennis team's-victory over 
American University on September 
11 at Banneker Park. 
It was the season opener for both 
teams. Howard won the match by 
winning four of six singles matches, 
and one of three doubles matches, to 
earn a 5-4 victory . 
Before the game, Howard Coach 
Larry Strick.land said although he has 
a relatively new team, his players 
were in good shape. That proved to 
be the deciding factor . 
Howard's Kent (Scott) Whitley 
and Bob Bryan won the longest and 
toughest singles matches of the day. 
It took Whitley one hour and 40 
minl1tes to defeat Dave Ruff 4-6, 6-2, 
7-5. There were problems concerning 
calls at the beginning of the match, 
so a line judge was used . 
After the match, Whitley said, 
''He (Raff) tried to distract my atten-
tion by· asking for a line judge, but 
that only made me determined to put 
him away." Whitley, a former 
quarterback for HoV¥ard, said that 
the teams' 1.raining program helped 
him as well. · 
It took Bryan one hour and 45 
minutes to . beat Peter Ger1mani'ait 
6-7, 6-1, 6-3. Bryan, a freshman from 
Minnesota, did not charge the net 
much during the match, preferring to 
stay back a,nd hit winning shots. 
Bryan said if he had allowed himself 
to lose his concentration, he probably 
would have lost the match. 
American did manage to win two 
of three doubles matches. B\Jt this 
came as no consolation to American 
Coach Larry Nyce. ''We lost some 
singles matches that we should have 
won. You must come out of the 
singles compCtition at least even to 
have a chance of winning the 
match;' ' he said. Nyce also stated 
that Howard has good players and 
the match was prett)· good consider-
ing it was both teamsllSCason opener. 
After the match, Coach Strickland 
said, ''Whew! This just shows what 
the kids are made of." 
The other singles matches saw 
Howard's Darryl . Pope defeat 
Phillepe Pouquet 6-3, 6-1 and Sean 
Bowen beat American's Dave 
Blumfeld J-6, 7-6. 
Howarst played at George 
Washington University on Wednes-
day, but the results were not known 
at press time. 
·Cross Country Vets R ,eturn 
John Mitchell 
Hilltop Staff Reporter 
Last year. the cross country team 
was comprised mostly of freshmen 
and sophomores. Needless to say, 
they were probably the youngest team 
in the Mid Eastern Athletic Con-
ference (MEAC). This year's team 
returns almost completely intact. 
Having lost only · two runners 
because of graduation, Oliver Bridges 
of the men's team and Karen 
Gascoigne of the women's team, 
both teams appear ready to challenae 
for the league crown. 
The team is c6mprised of 32 peo-
ple: 16 men and 16 women; but the 
team travels with onJy eight men and 
·women respectively. As a result, com-
petition for the available spots has 
been hotly contested between team 
members. 
Coach William Moultrie secs his 
men's team as being very strOng this 
year, and he feels that the team is 
quite capable of improving ort its 
fifth place finish at last year's con-
ference championship. He considers 
this ''one of the best overall men's 
teams that we've had." 
Optimism abounds over the return 
of athletes such as. junior Randolph 
Chadwick, the team's number one 
runner and an all-Conference per-
former last year. Senior Team Cap-
tain Donald Battle, an all-conference 
performer, returns along with senior 
and 1984 Olympian Richard Lewis, 
whom the coach describes as having 
''tremendous range as an athlete." 
Other veteran returners vying for 
roster spots include Ralph Gomes, a 
senior and all-conference performer, 
Neil Madison (junior) and Lonell 
Johnson (sophomore). 
Moultrie's recruits of the'cliss of 
1989 will play an intregal part ·in the 
present ~d future cross country 
teams here at Howard. 
Leading the freshmen class is John 
Branch, a graduate of Washington's 
Ballou High School. ••John Branch 
has already cracked the top four, 
which is unusual for a freshman, and 
he is having an qcccllent fall,'' said 
Moultrie. 
A pleasant surprise for the team 
has been the perfohnancc of Univer-
sity of Idaho transfer PJ,chard 
Taylor, a native of Kingston, 
Jamaica: He is ril~g cross coun-
try for the first time in his career. 
Last year the women's cross coun-
try team finished fourth at the con-
ference championship. The Bisonet-
tcs have generally fmishcd better than 
that and are lookina forward to im-
provina on last year's finish. 
Leading the way for the women 
this year will be senior Team captain 
Brenda Bailey. Other top seniors in-
, 
I 
elude Latrese Todd and Dorthy 
Wilson, an all-conference performer 
on whom Moultrie has high 
expectations. 
''She (Wilson) will do an outstan-
ding job this year," said Moultrie. 
Other returning women who 
should have an impact on the team 
are Jackie Tolbert, a senior in her se-
cond year as a walk on, and 
sophomores Tisa Robinson and Rob-
bin Redditt. 
Freshman Cindy Ford, last year's 
Philadelphia high school 800 meter 
champion, is a hjghly touted athlete 
who should also make a contribution 
to the team. , 
Moultrie feels the team to beat in 
the conference will be Delaware 
State, the current title holder in both 
the men's and women's divisions. He 
also considers North Carolina A&T's 
men's team as being a team to watch. 
He also said ' the University of 
Maryland Eastern Shore women's 
team could be an up and comina 
team that co~d be a surprise in the 
conference. 
. With ·the season about to com-
mCncc, Moulciic is glad to'repon that 
his entire team is healthy and that in-
juries have not been a factor In 
preparing for the season. He alto 
feels the determination his atblctes 
have shown will help the team down 
the road. 
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the reetaurant manager. 
' 
• stresses Isom, who directed their 
internship training at the inn. 
' 
• 
. ' 
' 
Maryland Speed Surprilea Biaon 
Hooters Beat Cards!) 
Lose to Terrapins 
continued from paae 10 
did not connect our passes together .' ' 
During the first half, goalie Rjie 
Sheriff made two spectacular saves 
for the Booters. Sheriff once caught 
the ball over his head and another ' 
time stopped Maryland forward Gino 
Ferrin from making a direct kick . 
The second h@.lf of the match 
resembled a football game as 
Mary:land and Howard players lay on 
the turf after much physical contact . 
The .Booters had opPortunities to 
score on fast breaks, but failed · in 
their att empts. 
Maryland scored the game' s .only 
goal with 27 minutes left in the game. 
Maryland fo rward 0 3.ry Furlong 
scored with a blinding goal from the 
right side of the field. 
''The fast brea k on the part o f 
Maryland caught us off guard,'' said 
Sabir. ''They executed better than we 
did .•• 
' 'W-e did not spread it (offense) like 
,we should have,'' said Booter's 
Coach Keith T ucker. ''We just 
... • played a closed game offensively. '' 
Howr rd startec:l the game againsc 
Catholic attacking and threatening 
their OPPonent with fut breaks and 
shOts galore. 
Walter Pascoe scored the frrst goal 
with a shot from the middle section 
of the field. As the first half pr--
ed, midfieldcrs Peter Prom and Sam 
Zulu attempted to score but failed . 
Sheriff watched his teammates 
control the Cardinals defensively and 
prevent a number of shots from be~ 
ing made. 
By the time the second half came, 
the Booters were ready to repeat the 
performance they displayed in the 
fi rst half. With 34 minutes on the 
clock, Nigel Grant scored from the 
right corner to give Howard a 2-0 
lead. 
In the middle of the second half, 
Catholic applied some pressure to the 
Booters which resulted in a goal by 
the Cardinals. 
Sheriff said the reason for the goal 
was a little confusion on Cach_players 
part . 
To assure the victory, halfback 
Phillip Gyau kicked a goal with two 
minutes left in the game. 
· ''They did a great job,'' said 
T ucker . · 
Once a week, the ~udents spent 
a day in a cla.earoomisetting where 
they were given s~ial assign-
ments. The stud~nt manager 
might have been ~igned· to pre-
pare a profit-and·\088 statement 
for the previous we9k's operation. 
the student cook ~ht have been 
uked to work wfth lthe chef to or-
der fooO, design the menu and pre-
pare, a food-<OaSt aiialyaia. 
Donaldson , the Coffee Con-
nection's first student manager, 
pointed out, 11I saw what it's like to 
be in control, to exercise technical 
and conce,Ptual akills and to have 
interpel'llOnal relationships with 
my employees. If you don't have , 
interpersonal relationships with 
employees, it affects (service to) 
your customers. Everybody has to 
be relaxed and motivated." 
• 
J<1hn Conway/Special to Hilltop 
Howard struggled offensively and 
could not provide the needed 
firepower that it displayed against 
Catholic University. The Booters 
beat the Cardinals 3-1. last Wednes-
day (Sept . 11 ) at the Raymond 
The Booters · played Loyola on 
Wednesday but the results were not 
known at press time. They will take 
on William and Mary on Sunday, 
Sept . 22 at 3p.m. 
What't.! abo\lt till• partic-
ular. pr.o is tJ¥lt it required 
them (tli students~ to work BB a 
group and depend On each other," 
Career Aid . 
Continued from page 9 
George Jefferapn, p~ident of J ef-
fel'llOn Marketing $sociatea says, 
• ... affiliate yo Ural.If with some-
one who ia conaulti~ now. H you 
are well-versed in fhe 8.rea you'd 
like tO offer oonsult1ng services, go 
out and get some !small projects 
now. There are b'-"iriesses every-
where that can ~ approached . 
Many would welcolne·a atudept'a. 
eervicea. Even if x
1
ou have to do 
aome work for free, go out and try 
to gain BOme experience and expo-
sure." I 
Jefferson emph~ized that in-
itially all consultaJits must clearly 
define what eervi~s he or she will 
:-:k~:.i:;.~·~~~t:~:~::: 
attract clients. Re!fardle88 of what 
field one plans to enter, some 
knowledge ofmar1':,eting is essent-
ial for promoting One's business. 
When asked if lthere· was any 
pel'llOnality beet suited for consult-
ing', one conaul~t mentioned the 
following. types f f personality 
traits: one who ~res quickly and 
has an aversion for. routine, one 
who is extremely ~ous, one who 
posaesa~s the ~bility to con-
ceptu.lize the coip.pot?-ents neces-
aary to successfully attack the 
client's task, and pne who hBB ex-
cellent public relationa a.b.d com-
munication akills) · 
Jefferson alao s~reeeed the need 
for self cliaciplint. He explained 
that consultants .:must 'be able to 
finish commitihent8 made to 
clients. ~ 
No one should embark upon a 
COlllU!ting caree solely to make 
money. However, fees must be 
taken into oonsi'deration. Several 
yean ago stuili"t showed that a 
typical starting sf..lBrY for a busi· 
ne11 consultan;t ranged from 
S20,000 to $40,oop a year and that 
the fee billed to i 'ents of a consul-
tant wu betwee $300 to $600 per 
day. William A. hen, author of 
"How To Make It pig As-A Consul-
tant," auggeets ~t conshltants 
ebould realize th;at 50 percent of 
tbeirtimeahould/>"spentmarket-
ing their aervi"'- offerings. One 
muat build a reputation of offering 
rood consultinl services. Out· 
atanding conaulting efforts will 
command top reel. in the market. 
All Hill pies 
must be in by 
5:00 p.m 
Tuesda)j every · 
week, tYIPed 
~d double 
spaced. 
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I 
A St.on Boo&er UNI bi.I bead aaaimt Maryland. 
'. 
And of course, she wouldn't have had to 
restrict her feelings to a mere sonnets 
length, either. " 
After all, you can always think of one 
more way to tell someone you love them 
when you're on the phone. · 
Let us col!Q.t the ways you can save. 
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or 
from llpm to Sam, Sunday through Friday, 
and you11 save 60% off AThT's Day Rate 
• 
@ 1985 AT&T Communications 
Du four Athleti c Center. It was thei r 
season ope11er. 
-
r I 
• n1 
%discounts, 
aterri 
lure. 
on your state-to-state calls. 
Call between 5pm and llpm, Sunday 
through Friday, and you11 save 40% on your 
state-to-state calls. . · 
So when you're asked.to choose a long 
distance company, choose AThT. Because 
with AThT's 60% and 400Ai discounts, you 
can satisfy your heart's desire without 
exhausting your means. 
Reach out and touch someone~ 
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.. . ANI:> A ,t;/V'E P../. AND ITS CrOlf\I& 
lo BE Al.L THE: WAY L-1 VE' ANO-
HeY, DON You PUI !HAT AO IN !HE 
NtJ...L. 7"P.I 
• 
• 
.. . . So t..1STEN BABY WH"TS-
'--
' 
t)OH/ Oil> YOU KOO\( rr \JP 
'--~--->~~~O~R~ f-\AT•I 
• 
• 
• 
h'l#Y. t>llPJF, DON'T' HASSEL IT .1 Q 
LOOK MAN,EllERYlkJPY<iJET'iO 11-lEIR 
#IJ.l17JP1cs IN LATE.TH/I.TS ntE V<ll'.Y 
ITS SUPPOSED To BE /)()A/£/ 
r 
' 
, I Gene r ial 
. J 
• I 
TONIGHT C OUl D C HA NG E 
YOL! R LIFE ' l 
The Navigato r C hris an Fello\vship 
is liaving·a night of so gs,. games, and 
a message o n - Ho w the Word Af-
fects You. It wi ll be he ld in Dre\\' 
.. Hall(Bl)le Room) b Friday Sept . 
20th from 7:30 p.m n> 9:30 p.m. 
Re freshments serve~! Bring a f riend! 
;' LIVING COLO R'', a \\'eeki)' Chris-
tian fellowship at • Ho~ard. Universi-
ty, meets every Wednt!sday , 7 pm 10 
8: i5 pm . The 1he111e~for Septen1 ber 
25th is: " The BIB~E A look at the 
Book." Location: Bia k'burn Forum. 
You.are invited ! LIV~NG COLO R is 
sponsored by Campus 'CrusaCJe for 
C hris t , a·n inte rdd no minat ional 
C hri s1ian rnin is 1rrY· Campu s 
Crusade's purpose s to promote 
Biblic<J,l Chfi stlanit) ·carnpuS-\\•ide 
and to help ·provide o port unities for 
C hr istian gro\,1t·h. hrough small 
. ' group Bible s1utlic and person 
di sc ipleshjp. ~ , 1 
• • 
HEALT..H CA REE S RECRUIT-
MENT · SESSS ION 
Sep1 ember 2· , 1985 
10: 00 a.m.- I :00 p .1n. 
J . W . Mar riot Hote l 
1331 Pen11sylvania ·veriue, N. \V. 
Washing to n , .C. 20004 
Students who · wou l like to at1end 
should registe r in he Center for 
Pr.epro fess ional Ed ca:t ion, Room 
336, Founders Libr ry. (636-723 1). 
• 
The department of History invites 
students majo ring .f d mino rin'g in 
histo ry to join the , e."'. ·HI STORY 
PRE-LAW SOCIE Y. Facult y ad-
visors wil l be P 1ofessors Mary 
Frances Berry and homa'S J . Dav is. 
Students inte rested in n1en1bership 
shoulp o btain a'ppli at ions and infor-
mation from Mrs. are in Room 314 
" Douglass Hall. · · 
THE DEADLI E FO R THE 
WHO'S WHO AP~L ICATIONS IF 
OCTOBER I, I ~85. APPL·IC A-
T!ONS ARE AV A LABLE IN THE 
DEAN S OFFI C AT YOU R 
SCHOOL/ COLL GE , O R TIJE 
OFFI C E O F S UDEN T AC -
TIVITIE S, BLAC KB U R N 
UNIVERSiTY C NTER, ROOM 
11 7. ALL'APPLI AT IONS MUST 
BE RET U R NE ,: ,T O YOU R 
DEAN'S OFFIC . · 
ATTENTION CO MU NICATORS 
The Annual· Miss Communicat ions 
Pagi! jlnt will be h~ d Satu rday 21,.·in 
the Blackburn Au<iito rium. Beginn-
" ing at 7 p.m . .' irhe '' Po rtrait of 
Elegance'' ·. Y.'.ill e fo llowed by a 
reception in Blac burn .Rooms 148 
and.' · 150 . 
Intermission ent rtainme1,1t will be 
provided by o med ia n · Reco·e 
Walker . 
The Student Cou~ci l tha nks.yo u fo r 
your cont ique d suppo rt. 
Presldent .. .. Myrlys L. Stockda le 
Vice President ... fracy' R. Mitchell 
Treasurer . .. Kry~.t al Quinn 
Secretary .... Ap il . H ar ri s 
Program Direc o r ... Robert Earl 
Johnson 
• 
-
• 
• 
There will be an American Chemical 
Society meeting on Wednesday, 
September 25, ·1985. Elections will be 
held during this meeting. All are in -
vited to attend . Thank you. Room 
108 of the Chemistry Building at 5:00 
p. nl . 
INT ERNAT IO NAL STUDE,NTS' 
C L U B 
A LL INT E RNATIONAL 
STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO 
ATTEN D A MEETING OF THE 
C LU B TO BE HELD ON 
SEPTEMBER 20, 1985 FROM 5-6 
p.m. ~the Blackburn Cen1er Fo rum. 
This mee1ing will take the form of a 
fashion shO\V. Come and see fashions 
for the fal l. Re;freshmeilts will be 
~erved! ! A ll are "'~ !come . 
COM ING 
WEEK!!! 
SOO N . . .. DELTA 
The Ladies of Alpha Chapter, Delta 
Sigma Theta Sororit y Inc. would like 
to thank all those who part icipated in 
· our lct1er -\\•riti ng campaigns in sup-
porl of 1h<.· Anti -Apar ll1eid Act and 
the Civil Rights Res10ration Act of 
1985 . • 
T he Lad ies of Alpha Chapter, Delta 
Sigma Theta Sorority; Inc. Will spon-
sor the ir 9th Ann ual Walk-A-T hon 
on Sat . October 12, 19&S on behalf 
of T hika .Mate rn ity Hospital .. in 
Nairo bi, Kenya . Students interest'ed 
in participating c.an pick up pledge 
sheets beginning tqd_ay· in Bethune 
rn1s. 504 E , 62 1E, 313E, Slowe rms. 
3-127, 3:21 8, and MeridiaQ rms. 810, 
229. 
. ' 
T H E LADIE S O f . ALPHA 
C HAPTER , DE LTA .SIGMA 
THETA SORORITY INC. WOULD 
YOU LIKE TO INVITE ALL IN-
T ERESTE D LADIES TO THEIR 
PRE:RUSH--DEL TA: AN ENTER-
NAL BOND . 
SUNDAY S EPTEMBER 22, 1985 
WEST BALLROOM BLACKBURN 
CENTER 2-6 p .m. 
• 
• Attention Political Science 'Major:s 
and Minors, . Applications for Pi 
Sigma Alpha) The Pol Sci. Honor 
Society, <ire now available in' Rm. 144 
Douglass Hall . T.he Deadline is Oc-
tobe r 11 , 1'985. ', 
• 
'fhe o fficers and members of Future 
Business Leaders of America Phi 
Beta' Lambda would lilke to thank 
you all those who a tended our 
'' Meet The Chapter ' ' last week. 
. ' 
The Miss School of Business pageant 
' wi ll be held this evening, at 7 p.m . in 
the Blackburn Center Ballroom. This 
will defiAitely))e a pageant to to p all 
others!'! Corite on out and support 
th~ School of Business. · 
Future Business Leaders o f America· · 
- Phi Beta Lambda will be having its 
General Businesss Meeting Wednes-
day September 25, 1985 at 5:40 p.m . 
in Room 216 of the Schoof of 
Business. 
NEED A ., RIDE IN THE 
HOMECOMING PARADE ? 
Become a part of the Mr . Bethune 
contest . Fo r more information stop 
by the Bethune Hall front desk or call 
636-7360 by September 27, 1985. The Edito rial Stflff o f the BISON 
Yearbook would like to take this op-
portunity to than~ those·who express- ' THE SOCIETY FOR ADVANCE-
ed an interest in v lunteering for staff MENT OF MANAGEMENT (SAM) 
positions. At thi time, all positions PRESENT : IT' S THIRD 81 -
have been filled ut your name will WEEKLY MEETING · 
.;;;. ~ 
TONIGHT THE NEW YORkER'S 
LTD WILL SHOW HO,W ARD 
UNIVERSITY HOW ~O ARTY 
RIGHT. CHECK US • UT FRI-
DAY, SEPTEMBE 20 AT 
LANSBURGH 'S C ULTU RAL 
C ENTER AT 420 7th St. NW BET-
WEEN D AND E STREETS FROM 
I I PM UNTIL. REFRESHMENTS 
WILL . BE SERV E D . $3.00 
MEMBER S AND $4 .00 non-
MEMBERS. THERE WILL BE NO 
ADVANCE TI CKET. SALES. 
• 
ATTENTION! ! Military dependents , 
State department family men1bers, 
etc. If you are one of the many 
students who do no t consider 
themselves from any one place are in-
terested in forming a new C LUB 
(similar to <i:hicago Clu b, Maryland 
Club etc.) Contact Federico at 
681 ·9688 o r Michelle at 552-9122. 
.. 
THE NEW YORKER ' S LTD . 
STATE C LUB IS PROUD TO PRE-
SENT TH E IR 1985-86 MR . AND 
MISS NEW YORK PAGEANT . 
THE EVE NT WILL TAKE. PLACE 
\V EDNES DA Y, SEPTEMBER 25th 
at 7 p .m . IN THE BLACKBURN 
BALLROOM . ADMISSI O N IS 
FREE. 
. 
THE NEW YO RKER' S LIMITED 
WOU LD LIKKE TO ANNOUNCE 
THAT OUR MEETINGS ARE 
HELD EVERY WEDNESDAY AT 
? PM IN TH E BLAC KB U RN 
AU DITORIU.M . THE NEW 
YORKER'S LTD MOVING IN A 
POSITIVE DIRECTION. 
ATTENTION! C LUB CO NNEC-
TICUT members and other interested 
Conn . Studeri'ts, Meeting Monday 
September 23 at 7 p.m . in Blackburn 
· Center foruni . Many important 
things w'ill be discussed . · 
Ho.ward Universit y Chess Club- The 
fir~ meeting of the H .U. Chess Club 
will be held on Monday September 23 
in Room 106/ 110 of the College of 
Pharmacy at 5 p.m .· Plans to be 
discussed are the club's next tourna-
ment and intercollegiate chess tour-
naments. All .are invited to attend . 
For further information call Dr. K. 
Scoot (636-7288) or Donald Minus 
(829-2082) 
The African Students Association 
will meet at 5 p.m on Friday 
September 20, 1985 in room B-21 
Douglass Hall . Preparation for an 
African Booth for Mecca Fair and 
implementation of the Membership 
Drive. Everyone is welcome! 
The Spartacus Youth League will 
hold a forum entitled ' ' South Africa : 
Razor 's Edge'' on Frida y September 
20 at 7 p.m. in Dougllass Hall room 
143 . ThC speaker will be Joe Vetter, 
member o f the Spartacist League 
Central Committee . All are invited to 
attend . 
TUESDAY 
STUDIES 
NIGHT BIBLE 
The Navigator C hristian Fellowship 
holds its Bible studies every Tuesday 
night from 7 p.m. to 8:15 p.m. in the 
Rankin Chapel basement. 
The Absalom Jones Student Associa-
tion would like to invite Anglican and 
Episcopal students to our worship 
services. The time is every Sunday, 9 
a.m. The place is the Little Chapel in 
Carnegie Building.· Please bring your 
friends and roommates . Thank you . 
' 
be kept on fil if any positions DATE : THURSDAY, 
becOme open. HJ. ea su.cceSsf~I year . SEPTEMBER 26, 1985 The brothers of Xi Chapter, Kappa 
TIME: 11-12 Alpha Psi .Fraternity, Inc. will be f ALL CAMP S ORGANIZA- PLACE: ROOM 415 School of sponsoring an on-going tutorial pro-
TIONS. The BISO N YCarbook staff Busine ss · gram for the youth of the Howard 
is currently planrtin& for coverage in ' All Majors are welcome!! community at Sojourner 
~iii11 
-
-= 
-
Attention!! ! All 
MISSISSIPPIANS!! ! 
It is time for the Howard University 
Mississippians to stand up and be 
properly represented . Anyone in· 
terested is forming a Mississippians 
state club, call Lynn, at 789-8159 
af1er 5 p .m . fo r further info rmation . 
Do you want to reach your maximum 
po1en1ial in life? Maybe you are look· 
ing for the ultimate experiencve. 
Well, plan yo ur future with Chri st . 
Find out more at Noonday Prayer, 
held each Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday, from 12 noon to I p.m. in the 
Andre\\' Rank ing Chapel. · 
At te n t io n · Par ty Peo ple! 
Stop Settling for second rate disc 
j(kkeys and get the best for less. Con-
tact L.A. Groove Productions for the 
Ultimate in party production. Featur-
ing 10 .J . Pari~ Le~is. No~ booking 
797-8007. 
, 
Do yo u have th ree? four? or five 
chapters of An_th ropo logy, Zoology 
etc. , to read in a hu rry? Don'1 worry. 
Come to the Speed Reading Sefninar 
~poOsored by 1he ,Bro1hefs o f Xi 
C ha pter, Kappa Alpha Psi Fraterni -
ty, Inc. 10 be held Sept . 24 at 7 p .m . 
in Rm . . 148 in 1he Blackbu rn Center . 
Alpha Chapter , Delta Sigma Theta • 
present$ a forum on ''Health Care in 
the Black Community' ' with Dr. E.1. 
Jones, · President . of the National 
Medical Associat ion , Thursday, 
Sept . 26, 7 p.m . Locat ion will be 
announced . 
The Ladies of Alpha C hapter, Delta 
Sigma Theta Soror_ity, Ina. would like 
to announce their annual sen ior jab-
berwock to be held October 3. All in-
terested participants contact Karen 
Addison at 797-7498. 
SINGERS WANTED: Outstanding 
tenors and basses are needed for 
Howard Gospel Choir . Auditions are 
held on Sept. 26 at Blackburn Center 
at 6 p.m. For further information 
contact: A. Paul Gatling at 582-3116 
or 724-4525 . 
The Junio r class of L.A.S.C. is hav-
ing a Happy Hour on ·Friday, 
September 20, 1985 , from 6 to 9 p.m. 
at the Howard Inn. We invite all 
Howard students to attend!!! 
Howard University 's Baptist Student 
Union will present their annual 
''MANNA'' Concert , tomorrow at 8 
p .m . , in Cramton Auditorium. A 
countrywide mass gospel choir; will 
aid Ethiopians through song .. Adult's 
tickets $7 .00 and student' s tickets 
$5 .00. 
Air Force ROTC: The Air Force 
Honor Guard will demonstrate a 
spectacular drill performance on 
Saturday, September 21 at 11 :30 a .m. 
Howard University Main Campus. 
Don't Miss It!! 
ATIENTION! Directed to the finest 
from Chicago, their will be a club 
meeting on Friday September 20, at 
5 p .m . sharp in room 227 Douglass 
Hall. BE ON TIME! 
HOMECOMING! HOMECOM-
ING! HOMECOMING! All clubs, 
organizations, and student councils 
that would like to participate in the 
homecoming parade please sign up in 
room 116 on or before September 27, 
I 985. 
There will be a meeting of the 
Homecoming Howardfest/ Pep-Rally 
Committee on Sept. 24 at 4 p.m. in 
the Hilltop Lounge in the Blackburn 
Center. All students welcomed. 
-"-
= WARNING: 
HI Ll TOPI~ S ARE 
TUESl>A'l AT 5 
THERE ARE NO 
EXCEPT IONS!!! 
The African . Methodist Episcopal 
Campus Ministry of Howard Univer-
sity ·will be having its first Camput 
Ministry Day on Sunday, September 
29 at 11 a .mat Metropolitan A .M.E . 
C hurch (1518 M Street N.W., 
Washington) . The speaker will be the 
Rev. John R. Norwood, Jr ., A.M.E. 
Chaplain at Howa rd . All are invited 
10 attend. Any Howard students that 
are interested in atlending should 
contact the A.M.E. Chaplain in the 
Chapel Office at Howard University. 
Attention Alabamians: The Alabama 
Student Association"will be having a 
meeting September 26, 6 :30, 
Douglass Hill! Rm. 237. 
Personals 
' 
T o '' Flash' ' Thanks · fo r 
• 
eve rything!!! Love, '' the team'' 
(minors and majors) 
To 3-Xi-84: If yo u' re not the mos! 
ado rable person in the world, then 
who is? C lue: There' s no one who's 
as ado rable as you. Signed: Unusual-
ly Precious 
To the Purple Spy: Watching you 
watching me. 
T o 164-DS P -8 3: Yo u a re my 
Sweetheart ! Whal would 1 ever do 
without you? What's this I hear 
about you and all your girl friends? 
Your going to , have to· get rid of 
them! Love, Your Sugar Baby!! !. 
Congratulations! To the newest A-
Sweet in 509 P .S. You've made the 
first hurdle and I know you ' ll finish 
the race . . See you at cornat ion! 
Minks-Word ! 
To All ·My Bro1hers of Delta Sigma 
Pi: I hope that this year is a very pro-
ductive one for each and every one 
of you . Guess who'd back on the 
. ' scene . s.p.s. 
ATTENTION LAUREN MIT-
CHELL AND C HARLEN E 
DANIELS! !! CONGRATULA-
TIONS YOU FINALLY HIT THE 
BIG "21 ' '. REMEMBER I' LL BE 
C ATC HING UP WITH YO.U 
SOON !!! 
LOVE, VERONICA 
Dear , Lisa Brown -Caraway 
The best is truly yet to come. I'm not 
going to.. give up and if you thir1:k 
there was pressure befo re: WAIT _Jhe 
True Capricorn Experience r1 
Lady 'T' 
You know We 've got to stop meeting 
like this! Cassanova ~rown 
I haven't had a chance to give a 
pleasurable greeting to my colleagues 
here at· HU. I Want ·you all to know 
that you are very special to me. 
Especially: Tony, Larry, Amber, 
Angie, Courtney, Hayden, Dave, 
Gere!, Joe G ., RICK, TAMMY M., 
Sonja, Dee-Dee, Tonja , Dils, Mag. 
gie , Jeff J ., Mitch , Nate . Love Big 
John 
P .S. Special Thanks Paula P., Lor-
raine, Nate, Tina, Syndee, Terri . 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHARLENE 
DANIELS!!! We finally made it to 
that big two-one. LOVE, LAUREN. 
HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY 
LAUREN MITCHELL . 
LOVE, CHARLENE 
Services 
Faculty-Students: TAJ book Service 
is paying cash for used and unwanted 
text books with resale market value. 
For details call Tim Jones at 
722-0701 . Support A Student 
Enterprise! . 
. 
2 bedroom T ownhouse-CuStom built 
a nd landscaped. To see call : 
Maurice Bell 269-9422. 
P a rt -time Mother's Helper. 
Silver Spring Area . 
Supervise 7 and 10 year old with 
homework, etc. Hours 3 to 8. 
Good salary . Call Dr. V. Hodge. 
462-0369 or 949-9434. 
Wanted: College student to take care 
of three-year-old boy a couple of 
hours in the evening, Monday thru 
Thursday . Salary negotiable . Call 
797-3744 after 8:00 p.m . and ask for 
Lanita or K~ith . . 
Three fu·rnished rooms for rent . $240 
inCluding utilities. Come to 1S9 
Gr~sham Place . (Two blocks from 
School of Business) Open September 
_ 21, 1985 from 10 ~.m. - 6 p.m. 
• 
A reference guide to beautiful healthy 
hair. 
• What your hair tell s you .. 
Rules fo r hca1thy hair 
. - Send self address envelope and S 
2.00 to: 
TAPANA Hair Products 
18 36 11th St . N .W . 
Washington, D .C . 20001 
FREEPORT BAHAMAS , 2 
Bedroom, furn, 50 yd/ beach. $400 
fo r 4 . $1000 fo r I month. 890-7434. 
. . 
RoomS' for Rent . .. Huge House 
Wishes to rent Rooms to HU 
students . Large rooms, 15-20 minute 
walk from campus; 2 Yl bathrooms; 
separate door locks on bedroom 
doors ; 2 kit chens; quiet 
neighborhood; excellent securiiy; 
plenty of storage; heaters in each 
room. Rooms range from $165 -$250 
in price per month . Call Al or Roger 
at 723-7364 or 234-6918. Will start 
renting Oct9ber l, 1985. 
CitiPostal is seeking smart, hard-
working and responsible males or 
femals to work as couriers, part·time 
only. Drivers license preferred but 
not required . Hours are flexible rang-
ing from 2:00-9:00 p.m. Starting 
salary $6.00 a ™' hour with benefits. 
Call (212(505-2326 or go to Sil 22nd 
street~ to fill out an application. Ap-
plications will be available starting 
September 16, 1985 . 
OFFI C E SPACE 
New Concept - 1;'..imesharin~ 
$120/ Mo. including ~.Serv./Mail 
Conn. & K, NW 55S 4th st., NW 
785-0035 737-5708 
CALL FOR SKILLED ARTISTs: 
Career 0pportunitics 
ARTS D.C. offers free employment 
referrals to unemployed ' D .C . 
residents only who are trained in the 
arts-vjsual, performing, arts ad· 
ministration . Call immediately-
727·34!2. 
• 
_, . the 1986 BISON. Please submit your . · · Neighborhood Youth Center, located 
,...,. calender of event to the Office of the What? Mr Bethune Contest at. 1323 Girad St. N.W. A tutor train· 
BISON Room G-06 Blackburn WHY? Because we nCed your .. ing session will be held at the Youth 
ASAP. \ masc u Ii nit y . . Cef!ter on September 24 from 3:30 
The Homecoming Gospel Show 
Committee Presents: ''Outreach: An 
Evening of Prayer'' today from 3 -
6 p.m. in the Hilltop Lounge in the 
Blackburn Center . All encouraged to 
attend. 
I'D LIKE TO EXPRESS A 
SPECIAL HELLO TO MY 
GEORGETOWN PARK MALL 
BENCH PARTNER. YOU KNOW 
WHO YOU ARE. LOVE, YOU 
KNOW WHO!!! 
All Hi11topics 
must be _in by 
5:00 p.m. 
Tuesday every 
week, typed 
ana double 
spaced. • 
•• . , , ,. · Bi:come a part of the Mr. Bethune unt1~ ~:30 .p.m. Anyone interested. in 
Attn: PR STUQENTS ·Contest . For. more info st:op' by the part1c1pat1ng, Contact Max Maurice 
1be D. Parke Gitison €11ap. of PRSSA Bethune Hall front desk or call at 636-0469 . 
meetsMonday,shpt.30atS:30'p.m: in '. '636-7360 by September 27, 198.S, 
Blackbum Cente~ in rm. 148-SO. '. • ·. · 
YOU woold WANT to be TIIERE!" . The brothers of · Alpha Chapter, 
•-:::2.::=·===== Omega Psi Phi Fratcrn_ity, Inc. will be sponsoring a discussi'Qn program I on Black Male/Female Relatiorishi)>s 
·· All Hilltopics must be in by S:OO p.m. titled, "The Black Male lfao Part II : 
Tuesday every week; typed and dou- The · Cry For Help Continues" on 
ble spaced. I Wednesday, September 2S, 1985 at 7 
pm in the Undergraduate 'Librlµ")' 
Lecture Hall. ' 
• 
• 
' 
Kappa Weekend is Coming: 
Original Greek Weekend" 
''The 
Wanted: Tenors and Basses to audi-
tion for the world rcknown Howard 
Oosoel Choir. Yes, we still are Iook-
ina for you, you and you to complete 
our 85-86 roster. To schedule an 
audition call 582-3116. Don't delay-
-call nowt 
( 
·-
' 
Attention: .. The Marketing Club in- . 
vites all interested persons to attend 
a Reception: All students who wish 
to become actively involved in the 
markctina club Or just want to know 
what marketina is all about, arc ura· 
ed to attend Wed., Sept. 2S at S p.m. 
iD the School of Business Student 
Lounge. All Majors Welcome! 
"SONI McDIRTY DON' T PLAY" 
Suprise and Happy Brithday Soni! 
We hope this birthday weekend is fun 
enough for you, from your roomies 
at the SAFARI CLUB. LOW ANDA 
ANDREA GINA 
Detroit Pinkie No . 8, 
I've been impressed and like I told 
you, you arc the center of my atten-
tion. I only have this thouaht which 
is like the song: Where Do We Go 
' From Here?'" ''Disrupted Program" 
--· 
• 
I 
• 
-
